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Shelley, Maria, Myself. 1953, image courtesy Shelley Souza, with personal annotation by the artist

A TRIBUTE TO MY PARENTS
by Shelley Souza
When I approached Christie’s with the idea of this sale they had
no idea the sale date they chose would fall on my mother’s birth
centenery, 18 March 2014.
Towards the end of her life my mother told me she was ten
years older than my father although she continued to maintain
the lie to everyone else. She had managed to alter her passport,
which set the year of her birth as 1925. When I told this to
my father in the winter of 1993, he thought it was ridiculous
and did not believe me. I knew it was futile to try to change
his mind because he was a man who believed he was right in
every instance.
He fabricated stories of his life to match varying degrees of
self-importance. It was this self-importance and feeling of
entitlement that was both his blessing and his curse. It drove
him to make some of the best modern art India produced in the
20th century and some of the worst decisions in his personal
life. It gave him a supreme confidence to be bold and, in the
words of Edwin Mullins, to produce on a regular basis great
art devoid of good taste. My mother was the epitome of good
taste. It ran in her veins as strongly as her “blue blood.” It was
one of the qualities my father admired most about her.
My mother’s desire to appear younger than my father is
understandable: he was at the beginning of his career, she was
a virgin, she had never met a man of his sheer force of creativity
before, and she was highly ambitious for herself. He was a
man whose genius matched the creative vision of her talent
and desire for international success. Their meeting revealed
a recognition of the other’s genius that was so permanent it
became the driving force of their relationship. This much is
evident from the letters he continued to write to her.
She remained my father’s strongest advocate and the one
constant in his life, whether she spoke of him in anger or out of
pride. Others promoted or bought his art, mostly when it was
fashionable, sometimes when it was not; but when it was not,
they deemed his early art a safer investment than the current
work that expressed his ongoing artistic exploration.
MY PARENTS MEET, MARRY, SEPARATE 1945-1955
My mother never failed him, even when he betrayed her.
She was a reserved woman who was difficult to know. But I
believe her relationship with my father was the closest to being
unreserved that she allowed of herself, because she had given
herself to him body and soul.
It is unlikely that my mother had been exposed to great art
before seeing my father’s work. Her instant recognition of the
distinction between great and good art was what made her so
extraordinary.

She was fearless in promoting him long before others saw his
value. It led her in the early years of my parents’ time in London
to ask her clients, “Would you like to buy one of my husband’s
paintings?” Invariably, they would say, “Do you need another
client, Maria?” To which she would reply, “No, you don’t
understand. One of these days you won’t be able to afford to
buy his work.” In actuality, she did need another client, in order
to grow her own business. But she was selfless when it came to
advocating the genius of my father’s art; a belief that remained
strong within her until the day she died.
In a letter dated 23 March 1953 from Paris, my father wrote:
“My darling wife… You & yr love is the most sacred thing I
possess – I have nothing else in this world.” In spite of his later
betrayal of their marital bond, she remained true to him as an
artist, and to her own values as a devout Catholic.
My mother was different, physically, mentally, and creatively
from any other woman who entered my father’s life. He extolled
the virtues of overt sexuality in a woman, and was drawn to
big-breasted, luxuriant figures who satiated, for a while, his
insatiable libido. (He once wrote: My libido is my art.)
In a letter to my mother, written in the 80s, he told her the
primary role of a woman was to become pregnant and raise
children. However, he made an exception of her and his own
mother. Their talents set them apart from other women; and in
my mother’s case he believed she would have become one of
the great names in French couture, had they remained in Paris.
My father was born on 12 April 1924 in Saligao, Goa. His primary
languages were English and Konkani. My mother was born to
the landed gentry of the Figueiredos in Margao, Salcete on 18
March 1914. Her native language was Portuguese, although she
also spoke Konkani to communicate with the family servants.
According to my mother, her family owned two large properties,
rice fields and a coconut grove. The grounds of the family home
in Borda, which comprised seventeen bedrooms (my mother
was one of twelve siblings), housed a private chapel.
As a child she was a tomboy and insisted on keeping her hair
short so that boys couldn’t catch hold of it, to stop her from
climbing the coconut and mango trees. She knew she was
beautiful but never used her radiant looks to make her way in
the world; relying instead on her talent. She possessed flawless
skin, unlike my father, whose face though handsome had been
ravaged by smallpox when he was four years old.
The tools they used were simply an extension of their hands in
the execution of their work. For while they both wielded the
accoutrements of their respective professions – in my mother’s
hands: scissors, needles, pins, thread; in my father’s: brushes,
mahl stick, palette knife, paint – it was the delicate strength
of their fingers that carried the weight of what they wanted to
convey in their art.
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Goa 1928 Mother & me at 4 years old

In my father’s case, it was the distinctive way he held his brush
in his smooth, almost feminine, hands.
I have observed many accomplished artists at work and none
has held a brush as he did. Strangely, my mother held a pen in a
similar way. When I saw his daughter Francesca paint something
for one of her children, I noticed that she had inherited not only
his hands but also his way of holding a brush.
My mother’s fingers were long and narrow and strong, and
handled silk chiffon (the hardest of all fabrics to control) to
perfection. She was known as “chiffon hands” because she
could manipulate chiffon without bruising its delicate texture.
She draped it on the dummy or the human figure effortlessly,
and cut flawlessly on the bias without giving the scissors in
her hands a second thought. Her mastery of her craft was
so complete that had she been blindfolded, she could have
executed any plan she had devised, perfectly.
In spite of the differences in their moral and ethical values that
caused them to separate eight years after their marriage in 1947
– which had taken place the same year as India’s Independence
and the foundation of the Progressive Artists’ Group – my
parents recognized in one another the same drive to succeed
through their talents.
They met in 1945, after my father’s first solo exhibition at the
Bombay Arts Salon, following his “rustication” from the J.J.
School of Art for his involvement in the Quit India Movement.
My parents’ stories vary in how my mother came to attend
his exhibition.
According to her, she was working for my father’s mother, who
told her to go and see her son’s show. My grandmother, Lily
Antunes de Souza Ribeiro, called herself Mrs. Newton because
she desired to appear more European than Indian. She wanted
to attract European clients to her fashion boutique and gave my
mother the impression her son would be Anglo-Indian. But in
an interview my mother said the man she met turned out to be
“one of us,” meaning Goan, through and through; and that his
skin was dark, like that of a “black monkey.”

Red Road, 1962

For my mother, Ave Maria represented many things, all of which
she would have measured against the vision of her own future
career. In the relentless heat, dust and noise of Bombay – a city
teeming with life and death – the painting’s blue tranquility
offered an oasis of solitude; and perhaps a reminder of the
private chapel in her family home in Borda. I was too young
to notice where she hung the painting in the one-room flat at
53 St. Stephen’s Gardens, Notting Hill. But I remember it in the
bedroom I shared with her at 26A Holland Villas Road, which
also served as her workroom; and in Homer Street, where it
hung over the large cutting table in her workroom. For a while
a Bernard Buffet crucifixion was propped up on one side of her
table. My father had met Buffet in Paris and they had exchanged
work. At some point the Buffet disappeared, sold no doubt to
pay for house repairs and other necessities.

My father told me that my mother went to work for my
grandmother only after he and my mother had met.
At the exhibition, my mother bought Ave Maria, a delicate work
on paper in watercolor and gouache. Curious to meet the artist
she left her name and address. It turned out my father was
equally as curious to meet the woman who had bought the first
painting he ever sold.
His close friend E. Mogul wrote an entertaining account of
the exhibition’s opening, including an argument he got into
with my mother when another buyer wanted to purchase the
already sold Ave Maria. “I suggested that the artist make a copy
to satisfy both customers, in the presence of Maria. I thought
that copies made by an artist of his own work are originals in
so many examples. However, Miss Figueiredo took it very badly,
evoked my ‘guts’ and was furious.” My mother, who was charm
itself, became ferocious when roused: “Evoked my guts” was
probably not an exaggeration.
Alleyway behind Souza’s childhood home
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it on the bus. I was with them because there was no one to
take care of me; my mother was at work. The gallery refused
the painting, and they had to walk it all the way back to St.
Stephen’s Gardens. As we approached a crossing my uncle let
go of my hand to rebalance the painting, and the two men
continued on, forgetting all about me.
Only when they had travelled a distance did they remember.
They were frantic: not only because they had lost me but also
because they were hindered by a large painting that could not
be abandoned in order to quickly search for me. In the end they
found me in a police station.
Everyone who knows my father’s history is familiar with his
seemingly overnight success after meeting Stephen Spender.
And it has often been assumed that, before meeting Spender,
he eked out a living through his journalism and the sporadic sale
of paintings through occasional group shows in Paris.
In a video interview he granted in 1994, my father confirmed
that my mother had been the sole breadwinner, from the time
of her arrival in London in 1950, until his breakthrough came
in 1955. She never complained about their dire poverty during
those years, and fully supported his aspiration to make a success
of his art in London. By his own admission, he was utterly
useless at doing any other work besides painting. He and my
uncle worked at a J. Lyons Corner House, washing dishes, but
his employment was short-lived. He would begin daydreaming
and the dishes would pile up, unwashed.
Design sketch by Maria Souza

From 1986 until her death in 1995, Ave Maria hung in my
mother’s bedroom in the Maida Vale flat she had purchased
from the proceeds of selling 38 Homer Street. It now hangs
over my writing desk. (I call the Ave Maria the beginning of my
biological birth.)
I cannot know this for certain, but I imagine its ethereal
construction played a role in its attraction to my mother. It has a
fragility yet precision that is unusual in my father’s vast oeuvre,
which is often more brutal than tender. But most of all it shows
significant restraint and mastery over a most difficult medium
by an artist who was only eighteen at the time of its execution.
Although my father sold paintings in each of the Bombay
exhibitions that showed his art between 1945 and 1949, when
he arrived in England he was unable to sell enough work to
make a living, until his break came in 1955, after meeting
Stephen Spender a year earlier.
In 2002, when I went to London to meet with my father’s
daughters Keren and Francesca, and with the Tate, to discuss
the possibility of a display of my father’s work, I had dinner with
my uncle Lancelot Ribeiro. He asked me if I remembered an
incident that had happened when I was about three.
A gallery had agreed to look at a painting, and my father
and uncle had been forced to carry it several miles across
London because it was too large to go down the stairs in the
underground, and no conductor would allow them to bring
10

He met Stephen Spender during the time my parents lived in
St. Stephen’s Gardens. I was two-and-a-half or three years old
when Stephen Spender visited the squalid one-room, cold-water
flat. My parents and I, and on occasion my uncle when he was
on leave from the armed services, lived in this single room
where my father also painted. The conditions were typical of
a Rachman landlord, although Peter Rachman may not have
been the owner of this particular building. There was a shared
bathroom down the hall, and a small hotplate in the room.
According to my mother, when Stephen Spender came to view
my father’s art, I told him: “Mr. Spender, I paint too.”
My precociousness was rewarded with a payment of half-acrown (almost three pounds in today’s currency). That was a lot
of money for a child and it would have represented quite a bit
of money to my parents as well.
St. Stephen’s Gardens is the residence that Edwin Mullins
describes as the flat in which my parents lived in abject poverty.
Without advance notice my parents were evicted, and for one
night my mother stayed with me in a police station while my
father spent the night searching for a place for us to live. Shortly
afterwards my mother found the flat in Holland Villas Road.
Around this time she was engaged as a cutter and eventually
fitter in a dress boutique owned by a South African designer
whose name was Mary Diogenes. My mother was hired after
seeing a notice for a cutter in the shop’s window. She was
strolling down Shaftsbury Avenue with my father and told him
to wait a minute while she went in to get the job. He protested

that she couldn’t possibly interview for it, dressed as she was, in
a sari. Ten minutes later she emerged victorious.
She picked up a second job in the evenings, as a lady’s maid at
the Connaught Hotel, to pay for my father’s paints, cigarettes,
and beer. Her job at the Connaught was to press cocktail and
evening dresses belonging to the hotel’s guests, and to make
any alterations or repairs that were required.
When my father saw Liselotte Kristian posing in Kensington, in
December 1954, he wanted to paint her privately. My mother
paid for her fees to model for my father at the flat in Holland
Villas Road.
I don’t imagine for one minute that my mother believed my
father would remain faithful to her. She must have known he
was a womanizer when they met in 1945. But she felt betrayed
and humiliated by his brazen infidelity with another woman in
her flat, which she paid for with her wages from Mary Diogenes’
boutique plus cleaning the large main house once a week in
return for a slightly reduced rent.
My father’s disregard of his marriage vows in her presence
violated everything sacred he had declared was his world with
her. That he did it while she exhausted herself working two
jobs so that he could be successful with his art must have been
doubly galling to her pride.
But it was at the Connaught that my mother met many of her
future clients, including the wife of a couple, who lent her the
money to buy 38 Homer Street after the banks had refused to
give her a loan. She also met Peggy Sutherland through her
Connaught Hotel clients. Miss Sutherland was a director on the
board of Fleetway Publications, a magazine publishing company
that had been acquired by the Mirror Group.
When Mary Quant hit the scene in 1965, the Mirror Group
approached my mother to set up a boutique line of clothing,
shoes, accessories, perfumes, and cosmetics, to rival Quant’s
groundbreaking success. My mother turned down the offer.
She told me her reasons were two-fold: firstly, being an haute
couturière, the idea of mass production was anathema to her;
secondly, it was her belief that although she was being given
creative carte blanche at the time, down the road, money would
become the bottom line.
For a long time I believed my mother chose integrity over fortune
and fame. But more recently I have wondered how much of her
decision was colored by my father’s waning star in London by
the mid-sixties. She was too good a businesswoman to have
failed the financial demands of any creative venture of which
she was in charge. I believe her reasons for refusing the offer
had more to do with not wanting to overshadow my father’s
genius with her own at a time when his popularity was failing.
Ave Maria, 1942

By the time she was convinced in 1970 to return to the idea of a
boutique line, using Indian manufacturers to provide the fabrics,
the financial and cultural atmosphere of Britain had changed.
The Beatles had split up and the swinging sixties, which remains
London’s most colorful post-war decade, had ended.
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38 & 38A HOMER STREET
My mother’s residence on Homer Street consisted of the house,
number 38, and a shop front with a back room, numbered 38A.
In 1963, the front room served as my mother’s fitting room,
and when it was not in use for her work, she used it as a formal
drawing room. Between 1975 and 1985 it became fitting room,
drawing room, and show room for Arts 38 exhibitions.
The Red Road painting was displayed in the first exhibition my
mother gave my father at Homer Street in 1963. My father had
given my mother a number of paintings and prints to sell; in part
to help her raise money towards the mortgage of the house, in
part to earn a bit of income for himself. But he failed to mention
that he had signed an exclusive contract with Eric Estorick and
his gallery, the Grosvenor, which at the time occupied 5,800
square feet of prime property floor space in Mayfair.
I attended the reception of my father’s first exhibition at
the Grosvenor. My strongest memory is of his monumental
painting of Gandhi. Sometime in the seventies, he told my
mother that rats had eaten through the painting in his mother’s
Crawford Market flat in Mumbai, where he had stored it some
years earlier.
The Grosvenor was so vast it had a cavernous echo. The grown
ups were dressed for cocktails and clutched drinks, smoked
cigarettes, and milled about in small groups amid pockets of
conversation. They barely looked at my father’s art and they
certainly took no notice of me.
Stephen Spender inaugurated the exhibition at Homer Street.
The house was ablaze with chandelier light. The two rooms of
38A were packed with my mother’s wealthy clients and several
of London’s literati, plus the press. The atmosphere was lively
with conversation and sales. The only work not for sale was the
Red Road.
However, the evening’s
promise was abruptly
curtailed by a knock
at the door of number
38A. A policeman stood
on the other side with
an injunction to stop
the exhibition and sale.
Estorick
had
issued
it on grounds that the
exhibition violated his
exclusive representation
of my father’s art. There
was nothing further to
be accomplished by my
mother that night.
The next day she went to
see Estorick. I don’t know
what passed between
them, only that she had
negotiated a deal to sell
the remaining works in
Me with Shelley, Winter, 1953
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Girl with Goat, 1949

her possession. It’s likely she told him the paintings were being
sold in lieu of alimony, which would have been true. She
would not have mentioned that my father had agreed with her
decision to invite Stephen Spender and the press. She knew how
to handle formidable dealers. She was afraid of no one. She
wore her aristocracy as a badge of honor. She was as confident
in her ability to cut a practical business deal as she was in her
ability to fashion a fantastical evening dress.
All people were the same to her – whether they were beggars,
thieves, monarchs, or powerful art brokers – they were human,
and therefore as easy to navigate as silk chiffon.
Had it not been for the fact that I wanted to repurchase a
painting my father had given and inscribed to me in 1960,
which my mother had sold to Vogue to meet fees for the
boarding school I loathed, it is unlikely I would have sold the
Red Road. Like Girl with Goat, an homage to my mother and
the pet goat she had as a young girl, the Madonna, which my
father painted of my mother when she became pregnant with
me, and the Ave Maria, which she had bought in 1945, the

Red Road remains a painting that will always be associated with
my mother.
It hung in her fitting room (which later was also the show room
for Arts 38) and it reminded her of the red dust of Goa that
evoked my parents’ roots.
My mother’s connection with Vogue magazine came through
one of her clients, Ailsa Garland, who was editor-in-chief of
British Vogue. This connection gave my father an opportunity to
be featured in the magazine’s pages.
Ailsa Garland was just one of several fashion editors who made
up my mother’s clientele of ambassador’s wives, minor British
aristocracy, and the occasional film star. Honor Blackman wore
a Maria Souza dress when she signed her contract for the part of
Pussy Galore in the original Goldfinger. The signing took place in
the Beehive pub on Homer Street, directly opposite number 38.
1964 A YEAR OF CHANGE
My parents divorced in July 1964, the summer I turned thirteen.
At the time it was the most devastating event in my life.
I learned of their decision on my father’s fortieth birthday. The
day before, my mother had told me that my father was coming
to visit me. I was more excited than I could ever express merely
in words, because his visits were so infrequent. In fact, I cannot
recall his visiting me at Homer Street before or after that day.
I had recently learned how to make “butterfly cakes” in my
boarding school. These were cupcakes with the top cut out
in a circle, the space filled to overflowing with buttercream,
and then the circle cut in two and wedged into the cream to
resemble wings.
My father arrived at Homer Street in the early afternoon and
we sat in my mother’s drawing/fitting room. In this room,
my mother had replicated the furniture she
had grown up with in her family home in
Goa. In the rest of the house, the furniture
was modern.

Untitled (Cityscape), 1959, sold to Vogue magazine

of my love for my father. I believed that their divorce would not
only sever her relationship with my father permanently but mine
as well. It was an irrational thought, as no decision between
my parents could ever alter the fact that I would always be my
father’s child. But twelve-year-olds are not always rational when
it comes to affairs of the heart or a parent’s love.
It was from this moment that tension entered my relationship
with my mother. She had betrayed my trust in her to always
tell me the truth. It was only recently, after reading Meg
Rosoff’s poignant coming of age book Picture Me Gone, that
I understood what had convulsed my emotions so deeply that
April afternoon. In Meg’s book, the main character, also twelve,
feels deeply betrayed by her parents’ complicit agreement to
conceal the truth from her.

The room was filled with formal Victorian
and Regency furniture that looked elegant
but was hell to sit on. That didn’t bother my
father. He sat on the edge of the sofa that
was always too fragile to bear anyone heavier
than his weight; while I sat opposite him on
the floor, the tray with cakes and tea resting
between us like a Maginot line.
I wonder now if my mother had expected my
father to break the news but my father was
always a coward in such matters and did not.
After tea he went upstairs to see my mother
who was in her workroom. When he left she
came down and said, “Your father and I are
getting a divorce.” She said more, and why,
but none of her reasons justified her betrayal
Maria and Shelley Souza

Madonna, 1950
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My mother should have told me the night before: Your father
is not coming to have tea and cakes with you to celebrate his
birthday; he’s coming here tomorrow to discuss our divorce.

Her short passage of this time in my father’s history does not
mention Durga Lall, the woman who ran the house in North
London, and who was also my Godmother.

I would have hated hearing it from her the night before as
much as I hated learning of it the next day. But I would have
been prepared.

Naturally, I do not remember the time Yashodhara Dalmia
describes because I was not yet born, and I never lived with my
parents in that house after my birth. But I do remember visiting
the house as a child, and Durga Lall, and her love of my parents
and of me.

This inability to share a certain intimacy that is the bond
between a parent and child was something my parents had
in common. Although they could be tender and solicitous at
the times when I was seriously ill, or grieved over the death of
a much loved boyfriend, and they were not devoid of feeling
great pain on their child’s behalf, in general, they were secretive
about matters in their private lives, in a way that belied the
transparency in their art. This made them difficult to live with as
parents but easy to admire as artists.
THE NORTH LONDON BOARDING HOUSE
Yashodhara Dalmia wrote an unfeeling account in The Making
of Modern Indian Art of my father’s early days in the North
London boarding house where he had taken up a room on his
arrival to in England. Perhaps I am too sensitive when I read
her text, which made of my father a buffoon. But she failed to
note that, on his arrival, he immediately spent ten of the fifteen
pounds he had landed with, on materials and paint; leaving
five pounds for food and lodging. It was all the money he had.
Sometimes I am still irritated when I remember things my father
did. But when I think about his willingness to sacrifice everything
to facilitate his art, I cannot help but admire his tenacity
and dedication.

One of my cherished possessions was a gold bracelet engraved
with my name that Durga Lall had given to me as a Christening
gift. Knowing I did not intend to have children of my own, when
I met my father’s eldest grandchild, Lily Souza, I passed the
bracelet on to her because it was the closest thing to a Souza
family heirloom I possessed; apart from a large turquoise shawl
that my grandmother Lily Antunes de Souza Ribeiro (after whom
Lily is named) had given my mother when she left India. I still
have the shawl.
RECLINING NUDE ON BROCADE
There is a painting in this sale that Julian Hartnoll told me a
few years ago he regretted not buying when he’d had the
opportunity. We met for the first time in London in 2006 or
2007 and one of the first questions he asked was whether my
father had held on to Reclining Nude on Brocade.
He knew my mother and had bought some of my father’s
paintings from her.
I first saw the painting hanging in the hallway of my father’s
apartment on West 67th Street after I moved to America
in 1981.
Each time I saw it I was drawn
to the stars dispersed over the
heavenly vault of brocade, their
blue light covering the nude
figure.
In 1960, when my father
returned from a period of work
in Rome, he gave my mother a
couture suit of woven wool of
autumnal colors – greens and
soft browns and ochre – that
he had brought back for her
as a gift. The jacket had a wide
fringed collar and the skirt was
slim but not pencil.
My mother had made an outfit
for herself, a dress with a
matching jacket, of wool crepe,
in muted cyclamen pink. (My
mother, who had a peaches and
cream complexion, and perfect
bone structure, used four
cosmetic items: Johnson’s baby

Nude on Brocade, 1962, lot 71

Much of what I now understand of those years has come from
reading his letters to my mother, many of which are missing
because I know from a permission letter she wrote (a copy of
which remains in her estate) she had returned several letters to
him, including those he wrote to her during their courtship and
years of marriage. He had requested them for an autobiography
he had planned to write.
There was only one letter of hers in my father’s estate, written
shortly before she inaugurated Arts 38, with a solo exhibition of
his work in 1975. The remainder of her letters I can only surmise
were taken with other documents that my father wrote of
having been stolen, along with the theft of his artwork, in 1992.

Shelley Souza, New York, 1971

lotion, Helena Rubinstein’s compact powder, a black eyebrow
pencil to deepen her beauty spot after she had powdered her
face, and Rubinstein’s lipstick of bright cyclamen pink.)
She asked him to decorate the dress, which he did, using special
paints for fabric. He chose colors that complemented the pink,
and painted spidery stars of celestial flowers the same color
blue as the stars in Reclining Nude. His starry flora with their
emerald leaves peeked out from under the waist, and around
the neckline of the collarless jacket he painted a necklace
of stars.

But it is clear from the letters remaining in her estate that
they had an ongoing correspondence until her death, and
that he had a continuing reliance on her and of her support.
Mostly his letters to her revolve around his art: her analysis of
it; his agreement of her analysis; his desire to make another
“Madonna” portrait of her; his agreement to paint another
Ave Maria for her, for which she supplied the money to buy
the materials; his requests for financial help; her provision of
it; his frustration with long-time patrons and his perception of
their broken promises to support him financially; her ongoing
advocacy of his work and stature as an artist to every influential
person or museum in England; and occasionally a request to
conduct a personal favor on his behalf, such as sending money
to his other children for their birthdays.
Knowing now of his financial straits during my visit in 1971, it
makes my time with him during that summer, shortly after I had
turned twenty, all the more poignant.
Within days of my arrival, my father’s second wife, Barbara,
said my father wanted to give me a present to commemorate
my visit. She asked me what I would like. Without hesitation I

It is not hard for me to imagine my mother giving my father a
piece of brocade she had cut off a bolt of fabric, one of many
she stored under her cutting table. Her scissors moving across
the table is one of the most memorable sounds of my childhood:
scissor blades “crunching” against the wooden table top as she
cut out paper patterns or fabric. He gave my mother an Italian
wool suit… she gave him a length of silk brocade on which to
make a painting.
This painting, made of fabric and paint, more than any other
work my father made, symbolizes my parents’ true marriage
beyond their secular and sacramental vows.
NEW YORK 1971
I had no idea of the degree of my father’s poverty following his
bankruptcy in 1967. He remained impoverished through most
of his residency in New York, and his financial circumstances
changed only shortly before his death, when his art once again
began to garner interest among collectors.
With Shelley in New York, 1971
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said I wanted a guitar. Had I known the extent of their financial
hardship I would never have asked for such an extravagant gift.
But with equanimity, and no indication of how much its cost
would impact their meagre budget, Barbara took me to the
music district, where I was sold a steel string guitar. It proved too
difficult for my uncalloused fingers to play and we exchanged
it for one with nylon strings. I promptly set about learning Neil
Young and Melanie Safka songs.
The steamy summer heat, and incessant cacophony of traffic on
Broadway, pummelled the un-airconditioned apartment from
morning till night. I practiced my guitar every day, while a few
feet away my father made small paintings, sometimes pinning
the canvases directly onto the wall next to where I sat, so as to
paint them.
At other times he made new chemicals, an art form he had
invented in January 1969 when he had no money to buy
canvases or paints, and rotated them among those already up
on the French doors that separated the living room from a back
room where I slept. He used the doors as a kind of personal
gallery to display the chemicals, and they also served as a kind
of curtain to close off the view into my bedroom.
In the evenings, if we didn’t go out to see friends, and once to a
concert at Alice Tully Hall in Lincoln Center, my father expected
me to debate the feminist books he was reading, and made me
read; so that he could expound his thoughts on the movement
that had begun to take hold of New York.
The feminist movement made little if any difference in how I
saw the world, and my conversations on feminist writings were
probably a disappointment to him. My eyes were not suddenly
opened by what these women were becoming conscious of,
and expressing in their dialectic: My mother was the ultimate
feminist. I had already absorbed her way of seeing the world.
In her world, being an independent woman had nothing to do
with being superior to men or with trying to alienate them. It
had solely to do with realizing the flame of creativity within
oneself and using it to express one’s womanhood.
Very often, when I was a child, my mother would tell me that
everything she was doing – her work, buying the house, and
so on – she was doing for me. But somehow I never quite
believed her.
My strongest memory of my mother is of her seated with her
back to me at her worktable, working fourteen hours a day, six
days a week. I often wanted to say, “Don’t do it for me, spend
more time with me, instead,” but I didn’t. I was a child. But
about ten years before her death, one night in West Hampstead,
on our way home from an evening with my uncle, my father’s
half-brother Lancelot Ribeiro, I asked her: “Did you really do
everything for me, or did you do it for yourself?”
She answered me quite candidly. “I did it for myself. After
your father left with another woman, I felt I had to prove my
womanhood and regain my self-esteem. The only way I could
do that was through my work.”
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AN UNEXPECTED MEETING
The winter after my visit to New York, when I was still twenty, a
friend took me to a party in a posh residence in Lancaster Gate.
At the time I was working in the unlikely job of an air hostess. I
had applied to British Caledonian partially on a dare by a friend
who didn’t think I’d be hired. But I wanted to travel around
the world, which and in those days it was feasible because of
the long layovers in South America and the Far East. My hair
fell almost to my waist but I had chosen to wear the short wig
I often used for work. As I sat in a corner of the living room
where people were dancing, a young man with a serious look
approached me and sat down opposite me. His name was Aziz
Kurtha, and as I recall he was studying in London. I do not
remember what we talked about, only that he was quite serious
in whatever he said.
At some point we went in search of a drink. In the dining room,
on the wall behind the table, was a painting. Without thinking,
I blurted out, “That’s my father’s painting.”
I had no idea whose party I was at and I never found out. But
Aziz Kurtha immediately became like a hound that picks up the
scent of the fox. He was riveted and wanted to know everything
about my father.
Later in the evening I met another young man, a photographer
with whom I am still friends, and spent the remainder of the
party with him. But I must have given Aziz my phone number so
that he could see more of my father’s paintings in my mother’s
house, because I introduced him to my mother, and afterwards
he met my father.
My astonishment in seeing the painting in a residence whose
occupants I didn’t know and never met was because my father’s
art had been out of vogue for several years. The art critics of
London’s important newspapers no longer harried or praised
him. His career was finished in London, he was living in New
York, and few if any collectors were still buying his work.
In his book on my father, Aziz Kurtha wrote a moving tribute to
my mother:
I first met Francis Souza in London in the early 1970s and
soon became a good friend of Maria Figueiredo, his first wife,
who ran Gallery 38 at Homer Street, London W1. She was an
indefatigable promoter of his work even after their divorce, and
Souza owed much to her support, both financially and morally,
in his early, difficult years in London.
NEW YORK YEARS 1981-1988 and 1993-1994
I saw quite a bit of my father between 1981 and 1985 after
I moved to New York and before I left for California in 1988.
During this time, I still had no sense of the degree of my father’s
financial crisis. It was never something he talked about with me.
In many ways he was a proud man about such matters. The

fact that he talked openly of his difficulties with my mother is
testament to how much he trusted she would continue to help
him in any way she could.
After his second exhibition at Arts 38 in 1985, and the last
exhibition of the gallery before it closed, my father and I had a
falling out. It was not for any of the reasons he told other people
in his letters to them after this, including one to my mother, and
it is not relevant in this tribute to my parents, in particular my
mother, to reveal it here. My father knew why I chose not to
speak to him for several years, until I returned to New York in
January 1993.

art, his desire to make Redmondism work in his paintings of
the 80s, and so on – I believe my mother would be proud of
everything I have tried to achieve on my father’s behalf. And I
believe my father would be proud of my efforts as well; though
he would probably consider them simply his “right.”
What drove me to keep going, each time a door shut, was the
ongoing remembrance of something my mother repeated to me
often: “Your father may be a bastard as a man, but he is a great
artist. Never forget that. It’s your legacy as his child.”

I remember seeing his new work and marveling at its vibrancy.
Whatever he had made during his most virulent years of
creating “Redmondite” art in the 80s, here was work that shone
with the color and life he had exhibited in his early New York
paintings of the late 60s. One work in particular stands out in
my memory. He told me it was a portrait of M.F. Husain. The
figure held a dove and it reminded me of Picasso’s portrait of
Paloma as a child.
I left New York again in 1994 and did not return until after my
father’s death in 2002.
LIVING WITH SOUZA
A few years ago when I was asked to give a short talk at the
opening of a sale exhibition featuring my father’s work, I said
it was very difficult for the average collector to own a Souza.
He was not a decorative painter (even though his work often
contains decorative motifs). In fact, I observed, the real problem
in owning a Souza was this: no one wanted to hang a painting
in their dining room whose figures looked as if they were about
to leap out of their milieu and throttle you while you were
eating dinner.
Since my father’s death, as an administrator of his estate, I have
been a strong advocate of his legacy. Not so much because I
am his dutiful daughter – it is hard to be that when my father
was absent as a parent throughout so much of my childhood –
but because my mother inculcated into me: He is a great artist.
Never forget that.
Her voice – what she might have said or done – has led me to
try and get people to understand who Souza really was and why
his place is so important in Indian and British modern art. Not
merely so that investors can make money off of it but because
he changed the direction of art in India in the 20th century.
Although I haven’t been successful in my efforts to obtain
sponsorship for serious, non-commercial retrospectives (apart
from my active involvement with his two daughters Keren and
Francesca, and photographer Andrew Barklem, to get the Tate
to curate a small exhibit); nor in getting any writers or publishers
to create new and substantial material about my father’s postLondon art – his invention and creation of the chemicals, his
exploration of DNA research in the 70s that manifested in his
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Maria Souza, image courtesy Shelley Souza

MEMORIES
by Maria Aurora Couto

In a world that has until recently been dominated by accounts
of artists and their favored muse, with little if any mention of
the women who sustained them financially, it is no surprise
that Maria Souza has lived in the shadow of her husband
FN Souza. Her daughter Shelley has been infuriated by this
neglect. In a recent telephonic conversation with her – my
voice floating along the crackling wires from a village in Goa
where I live – she quotes to me something I had said to her.
The occasion was the only time I have met Shelley. Maria had
died while I was away in India and hence unable to attend the
funeral. She had spoken to me often about Shelley as a child,
as teenager, and as adult, the traumas shared and endured, the
closeness which could, on occasion, turn into hostile argument
since they were both passionate and strong willed.
“I will never forget your description of my mother,” Shelley said
to me. “No one had ever described her as you did: Maria was
not a rebel, she was a woman with a modern mind.”
We were sitting on a bench in Hampstead Heath. It was a
strange and overpowering emotion that took hold of me as I
shared my experience of a woman who was born in my part
of the world. Her daughter knew nothing of that world nor of
the strides taken by her mother before her own birth. It was a
world Maria Figueiredo left behind in Goa when she chose to
move to Bombay to escape a society in which she said she had
felt trapped. Conservative socio religious codes, a feudal culture,
left little scope for a spirited young woman to find fulfillment.
Maria was born in Margão, Salcete. Her parents Thomas
d’Aquino Figueiredo and Leopoldina Olimpia Sevigné had
several children about whom Maria did not say much. What
she did reveal was that she could not bear the oppressive
atmosphere around her, male domination, caste domination,
exploitation by landlords like her father of the peasants who
lived on their property and tilled the fields, of their womenfolk
who worked in the mansions of landlords. In Bombay she found
freedom from the claustrophobic embrace of family and her
own caste. There is considerable difference, in the milieu and
tradition within which Maria and her husband were raised;
Maria’s being the more feudal culture of Salcete. However, as
individuals, both of them balked at authority, hypocrisy, the
exploitations within their society, and the repression implicit
in orthodox religion. Souza’s environment, nevertheless, was
more open, generous hearted, informal and adventurous. The
Franciscans have left behind in Bardez, the district where he was
born and raised, a tolerant, relaxed form of Catholicism, more
in tune with indigenous religious practice, less intellectual and
meditative than mystical, pragmatic and rooted in good works.
In his youth, the English language, for instance, was far more
prevalent in Bardez than in Salcete.

Since the English language opened up limitless possibilities
of employment, many more people – Souza’s mother, for
instance – migrated from Bardez to Bombay, to Aden and
Abadan and British East Africa; whereas the people from the
district Salcete – aloof and with a superior sense of themselves
partly because of a larger number among them were from the
landed gentry and partly as a result of inflexible Europeanization
by the Jesuits – either went to the Portuguese colonies in Africa
or to Portugal.
This accounts to some extent for the fact that Souza, who spent
his early childhood in Saligao, a village in Bardez, came from
a Konkani and English speaking family. While some of these
facts can be attributed to the Franciscan method of conversion,
mention must also be made here of the caste structure. The
upper castes among the converts were the first and indeed the
only ones to give up Konkani for Portuguese, adopt the Western
style of dress and a highly formal European style of living. The
beautiful Maria liked to stress this distinction, emphasizing her
superior caste, and the fact that she was a rebel within her
feudal paternal home.
My first encounter with Maria was tentative. When we were
introduced at an exhibition of Indian art in London, after a
perfunctory greeting she had turned away – a dismissal which
upset me since I had expected a conversation given that our
parents came from similar backgrounds and indeed had lived
in the same neighbourhood, even shared a surname. She was
surrounded by artists and collectors, and avoided my gaze.
Perhaps since she had fled from it all and built a new life, had
matured through exposure, creative work and the experience
of joy and pain, she did not wish to be reminded. Perhaps she
feared intrusion into her private life, her past.
Several years later I was introduced to her by Ebrahim Alkazi,
who had commissioned from me an article on the influence
of Goan Catholicism on Souza’s art. The meeting this time
developed into friendship; it led to long conversations when
she enthralled me with her liveliness, and then as suddenly
would retreat into silence. She must have been around sixty
years old, delicately beautiful, fine featured, her fair complexion
unwrinkled despite the travails endured. What struck me most
of all was her lively mind, well informed and cultivated, unusual
among women educated in a provincial town in Goa. She
displayed a vivid interest not merely in art but in politics, her
responses alternated between cynicism and wit. Never regret
about choices she had made.
Always welcoming when I rang the doorbell to her airy flat in
a quiet street in Maida Vale, a mask descended when I pointed
to a picture on the wall, small yet clearly etched figures, gentle
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strokes unlike Souza’s later work. The title of the painting was
Ave Maria. After a great deal of prodding she produced cuttings
and photographs of her as an established couturier among the
fashionable elites in London as well as cuttings and jottings
by Souza. “Look at these,” she would say, and disappear for
a while, walking in and out of the room, as if to avoid my
questions. “I worked hard and became fairly well known,” she
would tell me.
She had assisted Souza’s mother who ran a tailoring establishment
in Bombay. After she joined her husband in London (she always
spoke of him as Souza, no first names ever used), the success
of her professional life, achieved through daring and struggle,
gave him the freedom he needed. She described how walking
on Shaftesbury Avenue, she had stared at a display in a designer
boutique and at a placard advertising a vacancy for a cutter.
Some time later, through other work, her clients included
important fashion editors including Ailsa Garland, editor-in-chief
of British Vogue.
Yet, one is conscious of the singular absence of any
acknowledgment by Souza of the support of women in his
family. His grandmother’s influence and environment in a Goan
village shaped his consciousness of roots, and his experience of
Catholicism, which inspired his best work. His mother helped
later in Bombay. After his marriage in 1947, Maria must have
contributed much. But the crucial support – financial and
psychological sustenance – came in London when her dynamism
and vision brought Souza the exposure he sought. She made
great headway for herself and her then unknown husband,
and through her intervention, Vogue featured a piece on the
artist alongside a design created by her. Later, she ran Arts 38,
a gallery for artists, which was unique and innovative in what it
sought to display and where Souza exhibited twice. She believed
in him, sacrificed herself for him. The self-absorbed artist, with
the passion and fury that sustained his creativity, eliminated all
consciousness of her faith and courage.
Belatedly, in a letter to Maria dated May 14, 1984, Souza wrote:
“I have always appreciated the way you have rooted for my art,
you were involved in it almost from the time I was out of Art
School and had started out on my own; you were there when
the Progressive Artists’ Group happened, and later when I and
you moved to London, Husain and the other Indian artists,
some of them living in Europe, like Raza and Padamsee, would
drop in, and you would go to Paris to visit them (and on Bastille
Day, Sartre would dance with you)! So you see, you have been
connected with Indian Contemporary Art, and I am sure history
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will write it. It has come to pass that you are now becoming
involved in Indian Contemporary Art in its new phase...’.
Maria finally spoke about the pain endured, the humiliation
and selfish disregard for wife and daughter. She was ill in those
years, suffering from bronchial problems, compelled to limit her
activities. I began to visit her more frequently from mid-1993,
anxious about her isolation. “Don’t worry, I have friends, I don’t
need anybody. Who have I had except myself to rely on? I have
always been independent, helped others. Souza most of all.”
Proud and self-reliant she rarely revealed her vulnerable situation
or the extent of her financial difficulties, unwilling to sell even
small works from her collection.
Though enfeebled after a sleepless night and hours of difficult
breathing, her eyes sparkled in conversation, her smile as
engaging, her attempts to walk through the flat trying to be
as swift as it had been in better days. Her forceful personality,
vibrant and full of life had clearly fuelled her passionate espousal
of Souza as artist: the absence of bitterness was remarkable. It
was in those years that she spoke to me of her first encounter
with Souza’s art when she visited the first exhibition held in
Bombay. She was struck by the wonder of a world that was
familiar, grounded in an ethos she understood, yet stripped of
the elements of faith that sustained that world. The spirit that
had led to her escape from a feudal world, responded to a
kindred spirit.
Maria recalled how she had paid half a week’s wages to acquire
Ave Maria. This, for me, is an expression of her modernity and
artistic sensibility. She was attracted to the art and not to the
impoverished artist whom she probably had not met. In those
last months though physically troubled and impatient with my
questions, her answers, her insights into the human personality,
and life in general were always spirited; her self-deprecating
sense of humor surfaced between spasms of breathlessness. It
was indeed heart breaking.
Maria’s strong sense of self remained undiminished. Although
she continued to think of herself as a rebel, to me she revealed
herself through her words and actions as someone who had
escaped the trap of conservatism in the parental home. Her
modern mind, her aspirations had led her to Bombay and
then to Souza’s exhibition. I was always struck by her ability
to differentiate between the artist who she clearly revered,
and the man whom she in a sense despised. It could be that
her own sensibility as an artist enabled her to rise above her
own suffering and endurance. To the last she applauded with
unquestioning loyalty the quality of the artist despite the many
betrayals of her by the man.

Francis Newton and Maria Souza, 1951, image courtesy Shelley Souza
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1950
First London exhibition at Netaji
House Hostel
1951
Menon arranges a large
exhibition of Souza’s paintings at
India House

1914
Maria Figueiredo is born
on March 18

1952
Given a grant to study and paint
in Paris

1924
Victor Newton is born in
Saligao, Goa on April 12

Meets up with Ram Kumar, S.H.
Raza, Akbar Padamsee, Laxman
Pai and others in Paris, exhibiting
with them at Galerie Raymond
Creuze
1953
Exhibits in Paris, Zurich and Rome

His father, Joseph Newton,
dies at the age of 24
1940
Attends Sir J.J. School of Art

1925
Moves to Bombay with his
mother, Lily Mary

1942– 44, 46
Enters pictures for the Bombay
Art Society Annual Exhibition,
but all are rejected

Survives and returns to Bombay,
Francis is added to his name by
his mother to thank Goa’s patron
saint, St. Francis Xavier

1930

Goes to Italy on an Italian
Government scholarship
1962
Souza by Edwin Mullins is
published by Anthony Blond
in London
Exhibits at the Commonwealth
Institute, inaugurated by the
Queen

Returns to London
1942
Begins using the family name
“Souza”

Contracts a serious case of small
pox and returns to Goa briefly

1925

1954
One-man show at Galerie
Raymond Creuze, Paris

1960

1935

1940

1945

Stephen Spender, editor of
Encounter Magazine, publishes
his writings and commissions
illustrations
Exhibits in the Venice Biennale
Meets Liselotte de Kristian

1950

1937

1945

Enrolls in Xavier High School in
Bombay, run by Jesuits

Expelled from Sir J.J. School of
Art for his involvement in the
Quit India Movement

1939
Expelled from school for truancy
and explicit drawings

1955

1963
Solo exhibition at Taj Art Gallery
in Mumbai
1964
The Human and Divine
Predicament at the Grosvenor
Gallery

1960

1955
First one-man exhibition at Gallery
One, organized by Victor Musgrave

1947
Joins the Communist Party
Pictures awarded prize at Bombay
Art Society Annual Exhibition
Marries Maria Figueiredo
Founds the Progressives Artists’
Group with Husain, Raza, Ara,
Gade, and Bakre
1948
First one-man exhibition at the
Bombay Art Society Salon
1949
Exhibition of the Progressive
Artists’ Group in Bombay, opened
by Mulk Raj Anand on July 7
Works removed from the Art
Society of India exhibition, house
raided by the police on grounds
of obscenity
Leaves for London on July 22
aboard the S.S. Canton following
the offer of an exhibition by High
Commissioner, Mr. V.K. Krishna
Menon, arrives August 8

Nirvana of a Maggot, his autobiographical essay, published by Stephen
Spender in Encounter Magazine
1956
Souza meets Harold Kovner at
Galerie Iris Clert in Paris; Kovner
provides Souza with a regular
stipend in exchange for paintings
for the next four years
Second one-man exhibition at
Gallery One, London
1957
Wins a prize in the Junior Section
of John Moore Liverpool Exhibition
Third one-man exhibition at
Gallery One
1958
Selected to represent Great Britain in
the Guggenheim International Award
1959
Words and Lines is published by
Villiers Publications
Solo shows in Stockholm,
Frankfurt, and London

1995
The Chemicals of Souza,
LTG Gallery, New Delhi

1975

1985

Solo exhibition at Arts 38, London

Releases his book New Poems by
F.N. Souza, Dedicated to Women
at Pundole Art Gallery, Mumbai
1986
Retrospective, Art Heritage,
New Delhi
Maria Souza donates four Souza
prints to the Victoria and Albert
Museum
1987

1976
Solo exhibition at Dhoomimal
Gallery in New Delhi

Coups de Coeur, Geneva
1989
The Other Story at the
Hayward Gallery

Maria Figueiredo dies
1996
Art Heritage Gallery, New Delhi
The Acrylics of Souza,
LTG Gallery, New Delhi
Souza from the Alkazi Collection,
Academy of Fine Arts and
Literature, New Delhi
The Modern Inaugural Show,
National Gallery of Modern
Art, Mumbai
1997
One-man show at Julian Hartnoll
Gallery, London
1998
Solo show at BosePacia Modern
Gallery, New York
1999
Retrospective I, selected works
1950 –1999 at Kumar Gallery,
New Delhi

1977
Exhibition of works in Dubai

1965

1970

1965

1975

1980

1985

Indian Painting Now begins,
a traveling exhibition by the
Arts Council

1982
The Festival of India in Britain:
Contemporary Indian Art at the
Royal Academy

Works with artist Mohan Sharma
on Souza Kalam

India: Myth and Reality at the
Museum of Modern Art, Oxford

Paints a series of ‘Black on Black’
works, exhibited at Grosvenor
Gallery

Modern Indian Paintings,
Hirschorn Museum and Sculpture
Garden, Washington D.C.

Marries Barbara Zinkant

1983
Exhibition Souza in the Forties,
Dhoomimal Art Gallery, New Delhi

1966
Illustrates the novel Inner Circle
by Jerzy Pieterkiewicz

1984
Exhibition at Arts 38, London

1967
Emigrates to the United States

1990

1995

1993
Souza, 1940s–1990s, Dhoomimal
Gallery
Tate Gallery acquires Crucifixion

2000

2000
Word and Lines republished
Retrospective II, Kumar Gallery,
New Delhi
2001
Francis Newton Souza,
Rare Works 1965–2001,
Gallery 88, Calcutta
Residency at Laguna Beach with
Saffronart and Apparao Galleries
The Demonic Line, An Exhibition
of Drawings, 1940–1964 by F.N.
Souza, at Delhi Art Gallery
Retrospective III, Kumar Gallery,
New Delhi
2002

1968
Solo show at the London Arts
Gallery in Detroit

Dies on 28 March, age 77
2005–06
F.N. Souza, Religion and Erotica,
Tate Britain, London
2007
Painting Without Paint: The
Chemical Paintings of F.N.
Souza, RL Fine Arts, New York

Gallery One, exhibition catalogue, 1962
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FRANCIS NEWTON SOUZA (1924-2002)
Untitled (Self Portrait)
signed and dated ‘Souza 1970’ (upper right)
felt tip pen on paper
11 x 8� in. (27.9 x 21.6 cm.)
Executed in 1970

$3,000-5,000

2

FRANCIS NEWTON SOUZA (1924-2002)
Untitled (Two Men; Man in Tunic)
signed and dated ‘Souza 58’ (upper right)
signed and dated ‘Souza 54’ (upper right)
ink on paper; ink on graph paper
8 x 10 in. (20.3 x 25.4 cm.); 9¿ x 7 in. (23.2 x 17.8 cm.)
Executed in 1958 and 1954; Two works on paper

$6,000-8,000
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(2)

3

FRANCIS NEWTON SOUZA (1924-2002)
Untitled (Woman with Flowers in Hair)
signed and dated ‘Souza 59’ (center left)
ink on paper
10 x 7� in. (25.4 x 20 cm.)
Executed in 1959

$4,000-6,000

Nude with Fruit, sold Christie’s New York,
20 September 2007, lot 34
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FRANCIS NEWTON SOUZA
(1924-2002)
Untitled (Head; Woman)
signed and dated ‘Souza 57’ (upper left)
signed and dated ‘Souza 54’ (upper right)
ink on paper
13 x 8 in. (33 x 20.3 cm.)
10� x 7� in. (26.7 x 20 cm.)
Executed in 1957 and 1954
Two works on paper
(2)

$10,000-15,000

5

FRANCIS NEWTON SOUZA (1924-2002)
signed and dated as illustrated
10 x 8 in. (25.4 x 20.3 cm.) smallest; 11� x 8� in. (30.2 x 22.5 cm.) largest
Two works on paper; one work on tracing paper
(3)

$6,000-8,000

6

FRANCIS NEWTON SOUZA (1924-2002)
Untitled (Woman in Landscape)
signed and dated ‘Souza 1954’ (upper left)
ink on paper
10� x 7� in. (26.7 x 20 cm.)
Executed in 1954

$4,000-6,000

5

6

Souza, 1963

7

7

8

FRANCIS NEWTON SOUZA (1924-2002)

FRANCIS NEWTON SOUZA (1924-2002)

Untitled (Cityscape; Procession)

Paddington: London – W2

signed and dated ‘Souza 97’ (upper right) each
ink and acrylic on newspaper; chemical alteration and felt tip pen
on magazine paper
14� x 11� in. (36.8 x 30.2 cm.); 10 x 6� in. (25.4 x 17.5 cm.)
Executed in 1997; Two works on paper

signed and dated ‘Souza 52’ (upper left); further signed, titled, inscribed
and dated ‘F.N. SOUZA / PADDINGTON / LONDON – W2 / OIL ON BOARD /
16 x 24 / 1952’ (on the reverse)
oil on board
24 x 15� in. (61 x 40.3 cm.)
Painted in 1952

(2)

$3,000-5,000

$50,000-70,000

EXHIBITED:

New York, RL Fine Arts, F.N. Souza: Painting Without Paint,
September – October 2007 (one)

PROVENANCE:

LITERATURE:

EXHIBITED:

F.N. Souza Painting Without Paint, exhibition catalogue, New York, 2007
(one illustrated)

London, Grosvenor Vadehra, The Moderns Revisited,
12 October – 3 November 2006

Formerly from the Maria Souza Collection

LITERATURE:

Indian Art The Moderns Revisited, New Delhi, 2006, p. 59 (illustrated)
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9

FRANCIS NEWTON SOUZA (1924-2002)
signed and dated as illustrated
10 x 8 in. (25.4 x 20.3 cm. ) smallest
8º x 13º in. (20.9 x 33.6 cm.) largest
Five works on paper

(5)

$6,000-8,000
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10

10

FRANCIS NEWTON SOUZA
(1924-2002)
signed and dated as illustrated
8¡ x 10¡ in. (21.3 x 26.4 cm.) smallest
18æ x 23æ in. (47.6 x 60.3 cm.) largest
Eight works on paper, one etching (9)

$5,000-7,000

11

11

FRANCIS NEWTON SOUZA
(1924-2002)
Untitled (Landscape)
signed and dated ‘NEWTON Souza 1946’
(upper right)
further signed and dated ‘F.N. Souza / 1946’
(on the reverse)
gouache on paper
9æ x 13¬ in. (24.8 x 34.6 cm.) image
11¡ x 15 in. (28.9 x 38.1 cm.) sheet
Executed in 1946

$4,000-6,000

12

FRANCIS NEWTON SOUZA
(1924-2002)
Untitled (Study for Cityscape)
signed and dated ‘Souza 54’ (upper center)
ink on paper
10� x 7� in. (26.7 x 20 cm.)
Executed in 1954

$1,500-2,500

12

BLACK PAINTINGS
FN Souza’s series of black paintings serve as a radical departure
within his oeuvre. This series, executed exclusively in 1964-65
culminated in the exhibition of black paintings at Grosvenor
Gallery, London in 1966. Differing critical views on Souza’s
source of inspiration have alternatively suggested Francisco de
Goya’s Pinturas Negras series as well as the monochromatic
works by Yves Klein. Souza was exposed to the works of
conceptual artist Yves Klein, as both were exhibiting in Paris at
the Iris Clert Gallery throughout the fifties and sixties. Souza
used black to explore his favorite themes; nudes, portraits,
landscapes and cityscapes.
In this landscape, “the substance is black, not the smooth
black of pure sensation, but a very palpable black, its solidity
created by thick brush strokes in different directions, and by a
considerable range of tones according to the paint’s direction
in relation to the light.” (D. Duerden, ‘F.N. Souza’, The Arts
Review, London, 14 May 1966, p. 215) Souza deliberately
built up the surface with paint, creating a relief-like texture
that borders on the sculptural. The genre of landscape was
of particular interest to Souza, and his investigations in black
allowed him to further explore the relationship between the
ominous sublime of nature and its relationship between man
and religion. Souza represents this juxtaposition by rendering
nature as a foreboding scene of primordial power against
the smooth black cornices, windows and doors, which betray
mankind’s intervention. Beneath the thick black, faint under
layers of reds and blues reveal themselves, shimmering through
the dark like stars in the night sky.

42

The primary reward of Souza’s Black paintings is the experience
of being with them. It requires patience and concentration to
connect through the monochrome surface to Souza’s nudes,
heads, still-lifes, landscapes, and cityscapes; as opposed to
walking by a chromatic painting where your eye catches the
image and subject matter instantly. The way multiple colors in a
chromatic painting define edges, allows easy access to the eye
that a monochromatic painting initially blocks. Souza challenges
the limits of visibility and the sensibility of the viewer, and
pushes monochrome to the farthest stage of possibility. The
study of black paintings involves a process of contemplation:
granting one’s vision sufficient time to perceive the shapes and
lines engraved in his black paint is equivalent to the assumption
of the meditative position. You allow the black surface, which
absorbs the light, to absorb your thoughts; so that the light
within the painting is transmitted to the inner space of the
viewer through the essence of the painting.
— Brigita Krasauskaite

13

FRANCIS NEWTON SOUZA (1924-2002)
Black Landscape
signed and dated ‘Souza 65’ (upper left); further signed, titled, dated and
inscribed ‘F.N. SOUZA / Black Landscape / 1965 / 40 x 30’ (on the reverse)
oil on canvas
29� x 39� in. (75.9 x 101.3 cm.)
Painted in 1965

$12,000-18,000

43
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14

FRANCIS NEWTON SOUZA (1924-2002)
Untitled (Village Group)
signed ‘Souza’ (upper right); further signed and dated ‘Souza 1949’
(lower right) and inscribed ‘2/8’ (lower left)
lithograph on paper
14� x 22 in. (37.8 x 55.9 cm.) sheet; 12� x 19º in. (31.8 x 48.9 cm.) image
Executed in 1949

$2,000-3,000

15

FRANCIS NEWTON SOUZA (1924-2002)
Untitled (Goan Washer Women)
signed and dated ‘Souza 1947’ (lower right); further signed and dated
‘F.N. SOUZA / 1947’ (on the reverse)
gouache on paper
22 x 15¿ in. (55.9 x 38.4 cm.) sheet; 20¬ x 14 in. (52.4 x 35.6 cm.) image
Executed in 1947

$10,000-15,000

44

“A beautiful country full of rice fields and palm trees;
whitewashed churches with lofty steeples; small houses with
imbricated tiles, painted in a variety of colours. Glimpses of
the blue sea. Red Roads curving over hills and straight across
paddy fields. Rich Green foliage, mango trees, birds, serpents,
frogs, scores of butterflies and a thousand kinds of insects.”
(F N Souza, ‘A Fragment of Autobiography’, Words & Lines,
1997, New Delhi, p. 9)
More than merely the birth place of Francis Newton Souza,
Goa provided an environment and stimulus which shaped
his formative forays into the arts, a place that would inform
a lifelong career. Although his stimulus may have been a
traditional one, Souza’s experiments with form and color at
the time were considered revolutionary, provoking a range
of reactions from critics and the public. Writing about these
almost primitive paintings, Dr. Hermann Goetz, curator of the
Baroda Museum and one of Souza’s early patrons, noted, “He
has shocked many who cannot imagine a green or blue-red
human body [...] who cannot stand a simplification intended
to intensify an experience, or a distortion of proportions
suggesting a sense of earthbound heaviness, ghoulish obsession,
lightness or spiritualisation, who cannot face the frank
statement of sex which is sublimised not by suppression but
by association and interplay with the experiences of the soul.”
(“Rebel Artist Francis Newton”, Marg, Vol. 3, No. 3, 1949)

15

recto

verso
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FRANCIS NEWTON SOUZA (1924-2002)
signed and dated as illustrated
7� x 6¿ in. (20 x 15.6 cm.) smallest
8¿ x 6� in. (20.6 x 16.5 cm.) largest
Nine double-sided works on laminated paper

$5,000-7,000

(9)

Apart from knowing Parrad [Victor Parrad’s classic
book on Anatomy] backwards, I had done Duval,
Arthur Thomson, Bridgeman and a dozen other
books of anatomy, including Cunningham’s ‘TextBook of Anatomy’ for physicians. I also did some
dissection on superficial muscles on cadavers.
Artist Statement, Souza in the Forties, exhibition catalogue, New Delhi, 1983, p. 5

47

48

17

FRANCIS NEWTON SOUZA
(1924-2002)
signed and dated as illustrated
7æ x 6� in. (19.7 x 16.5 cm.) smallest
8¿ x 6� in. (20.6 x 16.5 cm.) largest
Eight double-sided works on paper; one work
on paper
(9)

$4,000-6,000

recto

verso

recto

verso

recto

verso

18

FRANCIS NEWTON SOUZA
(1924-2002)
signed and dated as illustrated
7� x 6º in. (20 x 15.9 cm.) smallest
19� x 29� in. (50.5 x 75.9 cm.) largest
Seven double-sided works on paper; two works
on paper
(9)

$6,000-8,000

recto

verso

recto

verso

recto

verso

51
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FRANCIS NEWTON SOUZA
(1924-2002)
signed and dated as illustrated
5� x 3� in. (14.9 x 9.8 cm.) smallest
16æ x 13æ in. (42.5 x 34.9 cm.) largest
Eight works on paper;
one work on tracing paper

$5,000-7,000

(9)

Souza, November 1964

20

20

FRANCIS NEWTON SOUZA (1924-2002)
signed and dated as illustrated
7� x 5¡ in. (19.1 x 13.7 cm.) smallest
17¿ x 12¿ in. (43.5 x 30.8 cm.) largest
Nine works on paper

(9)

$10,000-15,000

21

21

FRANCIS NEWTON SOUZA (1924-2002)
Untitled (Violinist)
dated ‘1940’ (center right); further inscribed JJ Rebeiro’ (on the reverse);
signed and dated ‘Souza 1949’ (center right)
ink and pencil on paper; ink on paper
7� x 6¡ in. (20 x 16.2 cm.); 9� x 7� in. (25.1 x 20 cm.)
Executed in 1940 and 1949; Two works on paper
(2)

$4,000-6,000
LITERATURE:

F.N. Souza, Words and Lines, London, 1959, p. 9 (one illustrated)
E. Mullins, Souza, London, 1962, p. 7 (one illustrated)
21

22

22

FRANCIS NEWTON SOUZA (1924-2002)
signed and dated as illustrated
5¿ x 6¿ in. (13 x 15.6 cm.) smallest
19� x 11� in. (50.5 x 30.2 cm.) largest
Four works on paper; five works on tracing paper (9)

$6,000-8,000

23

FRANCIS NEWTON SOUZA (1924-2002)
Untitled (Figures after Klee)
signed and dated ‘Souza 59’ (each)
ink on paper
7� x 4æ in. (20 x 12.1 cm.) each
Executed in 1959; Three works on paper

(3)

$6,000-8,000

23

24

24

25

FRANCIS NEWTON SOUZA (1924-2002)

FRANCIS NEWTON SOUZA (1924-2002)

signed and dated as illustrated
4� x 8¿ in. (11.4 x 20.6 cm.) smallest
16� x 21� in. (42.9 x 55.6 cm.) largest
Eight works on paper; one work on tracing paper

Untitled (Seated Woman)

$8,000-12,000

signed and dated ‘Souza 62’ (upper left)
gouache and ink on paper laid on board
22º x 16¿ in. (56.5 x 41 cm.)
Executed in 1962

PROVENANCE:

$5,000-7,000

(9)

One formerly from the Maria Souza Collection (lower center)

25

Souza, 1971

Souza, New York, 1971

I PAINT TO EXIST
Souza once wrote, “I express myself freely in paint in order to
exist.” This is often quoted as a reflection of who Souza was.
Equally often, the art world wonders why, unlike other artists,
Souza didn’t destroy more of his work that is deemed inferior or
even bad. I’ve thought about this question myself. But I never
put together the relationship of one action (painting to exist)
with the other (the inability to cull his oeuvre), before the idea
for this exhibition was conceived.
Now, at the end of a show that represents a broad spectrum of
Souza’s ideas and deliberations, his altering styles and materials,
albeit in a single medium, I have arrived at an answer to the
question of why Souza kept so much of his work. It is not
the whole picture; there will never be a whole picture for an
artist as prolific and complex as Souza was. But it’s hopefully a
beginning, a jumping off point, and so I think a good place to
lay down my thoughts.
Imagine if you gave your life to one thing (not many of us do).
For a moment, think about what Christ had to go through to
save the world from Hell, or Gandhi to liberate India from the
oppressor. It’s a very hard choice, to dedicate your life to one
thing alone. It means you give up everything else. You reject
whatever stands in the way of achieving your goal, and you
surrender your heart and soul to the process. If you can imagine
this degree of surrender, it becomes easier to understand why
Souza rarely destroyed his creations, why he suffered so much
in his life, and why those whom he loved suffered with him.
Everything he created reflects his surrender to the God of Paint
and the Mistress of Art. In Words and Lines he wrote, “A work
of art is an act of humility,” and in this painting we see his
genuflection to the cosmos.
Again, from Words and Lines:
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FRANCIS NEWTON SOUZA (1924-2002)
Mula-Prakriti
signed and dated ‘Souza 1970’ (lower right)
chemical alteration on magazine paper laid on paper
17 x 14 in. (43.2 x 35.6 cm.)
Executed in 1970

$2,000-3,000
EXHIBITED:

New York, RL Fine Arts, F.N. Souza: Painting Without Paint,
September – October 2007
LITERATURE:

F.N. Souza Painting Without Paint, exhibition catalogue, New York,
2007 (illustrated)

After observing with wonder the infinite skies as far as possible
with naked eyes from a small hill on a clear and star-filled
night, you ask me to fix what I saw as well as what I know
of the unknown infinite in writing! Countless suns and stars,
spheres in space, dots in the blue, cold and milky spots that are
really swarms of boiling suns, processions of planets possibly
inhabited. What I do know of the infinite is merely from popular
science, not from scientists. But without being discouraged I go
down to my studio and put a dot on a small piece of paper and
I say to you: ‘Here you are, I have reduced the cosmos to a point.
This dot is infinite. Do you see my point?’
In those billions of eons before time, everything exists but has
not yet been born. What exists before life on earth is the face of
Lord Vishnu and the spirit of Atman. It is the birth of the cosmos,
the dot that is the Infinite. That dot created the artist called
F.N. Souza. It allowed him to paint freely in order to exist.
On January 31, 1969, the night he created his first chemical
painting, he wrote, “Artist with no paint, no money to buy
paint, paints without paint. That’s how strong the creative
process is, making something out of nothing.”
Shelley Souza, 2007

not included with lot 26
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FRANCIS NEWTON SOUZA (1924-2002)
signed and dated as illustrated
10� x 8¡ in. (27.6 x 21.3 cm.) smallest
11 x 8� in. (27.9 x 21.6 cm.) largest
Nine works on paper

$5,000-7,000

66

(9)

28

FRANCIS NEWTON SOUZA
(1924-2002)
Untitled (Woman)
signed and dated ‘Souza 97’ (upper center)
chemical alteration and felt tip pen
on magazine paper
10æ x 7æ in. (27.3 x 19.7 cm.)
Executed in 1997

$1,000-1,500

67

29

FRANCIS NEWTON SOUZA (1924-2002)
signed and dated as illustrated
7� x 5� in. (19.1 x 14 cm.) smallest
10� x 15æ in. (26.7 x 40 cm.) largest
Ten works on magazine paper; one double-sided work on magazine paper
(11)

$3,000-5,000

30

31

30

31

FRANCIS NEWTON SOUZA (1924-2002)

FRANCIS NEWTON SOUZA (1924-2002)

signed and dated as illustrated
7¿ x 4¿ in. (18.1 x 10.5 cm.) smallest
16� x 11 in. (42.9 x 27.9 cm.) largest
Nine works on paper

Untitled (Mosquito)

$8,000-12,000

(9)

signed and dated ‘Souza 63’ (center left)
ink on paper
8º x 12º in. (21 x 31.1 cm.)
Executed in 1963

$2,500-3,500
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recto

verso

recto

recto
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recto

verso

verso

verso
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32

33

FRANCIS NEWTON SOUZA (1924-2002)

FRANCIS NEWTON SOUZA (1924-2002)

signed and dated as illustrated
7� x 6¿ in. (20 x 15.6 cm.) smallest
6� x 8 in. (16.5 x 20.3 cm.) largest
Three double-sided works on paper

signed and dated as illustrated
6º x 8 in. (15.9 x 20.3 cm.) smallest
13� x 16æ in. (35.2 x 42.5 cm.) largest
Two works on paper; one double-sided work on paper;
four works on tracing paper
(7)

$3,000-5,000

(3)

$4,000-6,000

34

34
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FRANCIS NEWTON SOUZA
(1924-2002)

FRANCIS NEWTON SOUZA
(1924-2002)

Untitled (Study for Beasts of Prey)

Untitled (Horse)

signed and dated ‘ Souza 62’ (upper left)
ink on tracing paper
7¡ x 9� in. (18.7 x 25.1 cm.)
Executed in 1962

signed and dated ‘Souza 63’ (upper left)
oil on canvas
61º x 36¡ in. (155.6 x 92.4 cm.)
Painted in 1963

$2,500-3,500

$12,000-18,000
EXHIBITED:

London, Grosvenor Gallery, Bacon, Freud, Mehta,
Souza, 2007
LITERATURE:

Bacon, Freud, Mehta, Souza, exhibition
catalogue, Grosvenor Gallery, London, 2007, no.
47 (illustrated)

Renaissance painters painted men and
women making them look like angels. I
paint for angels to show them what men
and women really look like.

Beasts of Pray, sold Christie’s, New York
23 March 2010, lot 46

In 1963, amid the screaming faces of
men and women that had become
Souza’s trademark, capturing the angst
(and often bestial nature) of the human
condition, the artist created a handful of
works that depict the inherent violence
of man against beast. In this untitled
work of a horse being broken in, Souza
sets up a psychological tension for the
viewer, through the taut movement and
facial expression of the central figure

of the horse, which evokes a visceral
experience of the animal’s terror and
violation of spirit. The absence of human
figures, with the horse placed centrally
on the canvas, offers a rare opportunity
to take a visual journey into the psyche
of an animal in captivity. The madness
in the horse’s eyes, the fear expelling
through its open mouth, brings to mind
Edvard Munch’s series of paintings,
The Scream. Like Munch’s expressionist
works in this series, thought by some
to symbolize the existential angst of the
human species, Souza’s horse captures
and isolates the existential angst of the
animal kingdom when faced with the
terror of death. Master painters through
millennia have captured the fear and
fury of horses in battle; but rarely have
artists sought to demonstrate to Raphael
and Michelangelo’s renaissance angels,
as Souza does here, the inherent violence
of man against beast perhaps invoking
in the viewer the distant memory of
the Old Testament God who gave man
dominion over the animal kingdom: thus
unleashing upon all animals the insatiable
violence inherent in human nature which
left unchecked is more cruel than the
most violent of acts by animals upon each
other in their habitats.
Shelley Souza, 2007
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FRANCIS NEWTON SOUZA (1924-2002)
signed and dated as illustrated
7� x 6¡ in. (20 x 16.2 cm.) smallest
16� x 11 in. (42.9 x 27.9 cm.) largest
Six works on paper; one double-sided work on paper

$4,000-6,000

76

(7)

37

38

37

38

FRANCIS NEWTON SOUZA (1924-2002)

FRANCIS NEWTON SOUZA (1924-2002)

signed and dated as illustrated
10� x 8¡ in. (27.6 x 21.3 cm.) smallest
11 x 8� in. (27.9 x 21.6 cm.) largest
Nine works on paper

Untitled (Father and Son)

$5,000-7,000

(9)

signed and dated ‘Souza 81’ (upper left)
felt tip pen and correction fluid on paper
11 x 8� in. (27.9 x 21.6 cm.)
Executed in 1981

$2,500-3,500

79

Souza in front of arts 38, Homer Street, London, 1975

39

FRANCIS NEWTON SOUZA (1924-2002)
Untitled (Study for Priest; Study for Moonstruck Scientist)
signed and dated ‘Souza 1954’ (upper left)
signed and dated ‘Souza 58’ (upper left)
ink and pencil on paper; ink on paper
10� x 8 in. (26.7 x 20.3 cm.); 11¿ x 7¿ in. (28.3 x 18.1 cm.)
Executed in 1954 and 1957; Two works on paper

$6,000-8,000

88

(2)

40

FRANCIS NEWTON SOUZA (1924-2002)
signed and dated as illustrated
9� x 7� in. (25.1 x 20 cm.) smallest
11 x 8� in. (27.9 x 21.6 cm.) largest
Four works on paper

$10,000-15,000

90

(4)

41

FRANCIS NEWTON SOUZA (1924-2002)
signed and dated as illustrated
4� x 8 in. (12.3 x 20.3 cm.) smallest
16� x 14 in. (41.9 x 35.5 cm.) largest
Three works on paper; one work on tracing paper

(4)

$8,000-12,000
not included with lot 41
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FRANCIS NEWTON SOUZA (1924-2002)

FRANCIS NEWTON SOUZA (1924-2002)

signed and dated as illustrated
7� x 4æ in. (20 x 12.1 cm.) smallest
10 x 8 in. (25.4 x 20.3 cm.) largest
Four works on paper

Untitled (Head)

$10,000-15,000

(4)

signed and dated ‘Souza 1964’ (upper left)
ink on paper
8 x 6¬ in. (20.3 x 16.8 cm.)
Executed in 1964

$4,000-6,000

92
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FRANCIS NEWTON SOUZA (1924-2002)
signed and dated as illustrated
5æ x 7 in. (14.6 x 17.8 cm.) smallest
15� x 11º in. (40.3 x 28.6 cm.) largest
Nine works on paper

$8,000-12,000

94

(9)

95
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FRANCIS NEWTON SOUZA (1924-2002)
Still Life with Veronica’s Veil and the
Accoutrements of Christ’s Passion
signed and dated ‘Souza 84’ (upper right); signed, titled, dated and
inscribed ‘F.N. SOUZA / STILL LIFE / WITH VERONICA’S VEIL AND
THE ACCOUTREMENTS OF / CHRIST’S PASSION / 1984 / ACRYLIC
ON BOARD 2� x 2’’ (on the reverse)
acrylic on board
30 x 24 in. (76.2 x 61 cm.)
Painted in 1984

$30,000-50,000
An article published in the New York Times by Sanford
Redmond in 1980, advertising his theory of “Nature in an
Altered Perspective,” radically influenced Souza. Writing in
1984, Souza stated, “A.K. was in N.Y. We spent a couple of
days together. He told me that people were saying, and that
he thought so himself that during 1980 onwards until 1982
I was under an aberration. An aberration had taken over me,
he said. I said, ‘nonsense.’ It was the year [1980] the Theory
had appeared, and of course it progressively turned me upside
down and inside out.” (F.N. Souza, Diary, 4 June 1984). The
main tenet of Redmond’s theory is that human beings have
limited perspective, because of this they see Nature in an altered
perspective, and everything in Nature is hierarchical.
This notion of hierarchy directly manifests itself in the formal
construction of this work. Drawing upon his own personal
history while rejecting his former ideologies and idioms, Souza
constructs a conceptual narration examining the role of the
artist and his own position in life. Through this work Souza
the avant-garde becomes Souza the post-modern invading
unknown territory, exposing himself to the dangers of sudden,
shocking encounters, conquering a future as yet unoccupied.
His anarchistic intention of blowing up the continuum of
history accounts for this new aesthetic consciousness that
one encounters for the first time in this painting making it a
turning point in Souza’s artistic career. He abandons all that
is normative, changing the way he thinks about painting and
his place in Nature as an artist. Souza as the postmodernist
attempts to upset the reassuring stability of bourgeois art and
transcends representation in favor of presence and immediacy;
it proclaims the autonomy of the signifier, its liberation from
the “tyranny of the signified”; instead exposes the tyranny of
the signifier.
If in the past Souza expressed himself through paint in order
to exist, now (after Redmond) he uses paint with an urgency
to prove the scientific truth of Nature. The face on the cloth is

96

a reflection of himself, the doppelganger of the artist. Souza
was a man willing to stand up for what he believed in and felt
compelled to push himself forward, not in religion, but through
art. In this “narrative allegory” Souza explores the literal-laterallevel of the signifiers: the veil, placed in the most prominent
area of the composition, serves both as a symbol for art, god
and self, which for Souza are inherently one and the same. The
composition takes on an architectural formality, overall plasticity
and frontality, the likes of which we have never seen before in
Souza’s work. Lying next to the veil are objects associated with
the crucifixion; a spear, a whip, a stick outfitted with sponge
dipped in vinegar, nails, and a crown of thorns; an allegory
of Souza’s craft; brushes, palette and knives; and his own
persecution and punishment for daring to present the truth as
an artist.
In 1983 a blockbuster exhibition showcasing the Vatican
Collection opened at the Metropolitan Museum of Art. One of
the works included in the exhibition was Georges Rouault’s The
Holy Face, 1946. Souza was deeply influenced by Rouault early
in his career and he continued to dialogue through his work
with artists whom he had admired.
According to the Bible, Veronica had encountered Jesus while
he was carrying his cross to Calvary, the eventual site of his
crucifixion and death. She paused to wipe the sweat from his
face with her veil and his image was miraculously imprinted on
the cloth. It has been argued that, the so-called ‘Veronica veil’
is actually a misnomer based on two Latin words, ‘vera’ and
‘icona’ which translate to ‘the true image.’ In art the image
reigns supreme – this is the ultimate goal for the painter: even
after the artist is gone, Nature evolves and life continues to
shift – the image persists. The miracle was the image itself,
resulting in one of the most conceptual works in Souza’s oeuvre.
Veronica’s veil bears the vitality of the figure but in the end what
remains: artifacts. Life itself moves on and is altered by Nature
and time.
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FRANCIS NEWTON SOUZA
(1924-2002)
signed and dated as illustrated
7� x 6� in. (20 x 16.5 cm.) smallest
11 x 8� in. (27.9 x 21.6 cm) largest
Eleven works on paper

$8,000-12,000
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(11)
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48

47

48

FRANCIS NEWTON SOUZA (1924-2002)

FRANCIS NEWTON SOUZA (1924-2002)

signed and dated as illustrated
10 x 16� in. (25.4 x 42.9 cm.) smallest
13� x 10º in. (34.3 x 26 cm.) largest
Nine works on magazine paper

signed and dated as illustrated
6 x 5¿ in. (15.2 x 13 cm.) smallest
23� x 11� in. (60.6 x 30.2 cm.) largest
Six works on paper

$5,000-7,000

(9)

(6)

$5,000-7,000

PROVENANCE:

Two formerly from the Maria Souza Collection
(upper left and upper right works)
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49

FRANCIS NEWTON SOUZA (1924-2002)
signed and dated as illustrated
8¡ x 10� in. (21.3 x 27.6 cm.) smallest
9 x 13 in. (22.9 x 33 cm.) largest
Three works on paper; three works on magazine paper (6)

$4,000-6,000
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FRANCIS NEWTON SOUZA (1924-2002)
signed and dated as illustrated
10� x 8¡ in. (27.6 x 21.3 cm.) smallest
23¡ x 15¿ in. (59.4 x 38.4 cm.) largest
Eight works on paper; one print

$6,000-8,000

(9)
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FRANCIS NEWTON SOUZA
(1924-2002)
signed and dated as illustrated
10� x 8º in. (27.6 x 21 cm.) smallest
13 x 8 in. (33 x 20.3 cm.) largest
Three works on paper;
one work on printed paper
(4)

$4,000-6,000
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FRANCIS NEWTON SOUZA
(1924-2002)
Supper at Emmaus
signed and dated ‘Souza 87’ (upper left)
further titled ‘SUPPER AT EMMAUS’
(on the reverse)
acrylic on canvas
84 x 117 in. (213.4 x 297.2 cm.)
Painted in 1987

$80,000-120,000
EXHIBITED:

New York, Saffronart and Grosvenor Gallery,
F.N. Souza, September – October 2008
LITERATURE:

F.N. Souza, exhibition catalogue, New York,
2008, pp. 100-101 (illustrated)
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Souza, 1962
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FRANCIS NEWTON SOUZA (1924-2002)

FRANCIS NEWTON SOUZA (1924-2002)

signed and dated as illustrated
7� x 4æ in. (20 x 12 cm.) smallest
13 x 8 in. (33 x 20.3 cm.) largest
Ten works on paper

signed and dated as illustrated
9¿ x 8¡ in. (23.2 x 21.3 cm.) smallest
22 x 15 in. (55.9 x 38.1 cm.) largest
Two works on paper; three works on magazine paper;
one work on card
(6)

$10,000-15,000

(10)

$6,000-8,000
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55

FRANCIS NEWTON SOUZA (1924-2002)
signed and dated as illustrated
9 x 7 in. (22.8 x 17.7 cm.) smallest
23æ x 17æ in. (60.3 x 45 cm.) largest
Ten works on paper

$10,000-15,000

(10)

56

57

56

57

FRANCIS NEWTON SOUZA (1924-2002)

FRANCIS NEWTON SOUZA (1924-2002)

signed and dated as illustrated
10� x 8¡ in. (27.6 x 21.3 cm.) smallest
11 x 8� in. (27.9 x 21.6 cm.) largest
Twelve works on paper

signed and dated as illustrated
9� x 7º in. (24.1 x 18.4 cm. ) smallest
11 x 16� in. (27.9 x 42.9 cm.) largest
Six works on paper

$6,000-8,000

(12)

(6)

$8,000-12,000
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58

FRANCIS NEWTON SOUZA (1924-2002)
Untitled (Head)
signed and dated ‘Souza 62’ (center left); signed and dated ‘Souza 56’
(upper left)
pastel on paper; mixed media on paper
12� x 8 in. (32.7 x 20.3 cm.)
27 x 20¡ in. (68.6 x 51.8 cm.) image; 29� x 22 in. (75.9 x 55.9 cm.) sheet
Executed in 1962 and 1956; Two works on paper
(2)

$10,000-15,000
116

59

FRANCIS NEWTON SOUZA
(1924-2002)
Untitled (Gentlemen)
signed and dated ‘Souza 1963’ (upper left);
signed and dated ‘Souza 1963’ (lower left)
and numbered ‘13/50’ (lower right)
ink on magazine paper; etching
11� x 10 in. (29.2 x 25.4 cm.)
7¬ x 19¡ in. (19.4 x 49.2 cm.) plate;
14� x 22 in. (37.8 x 55.9 cm.) sheet
Executed in 1963
One work on magazine paper; one print

(2)

$4,000-6,000
60

FRANCIS NEWTON SOUZA
(1924-2002)
Robot
signed and dated ‘Souza 73’ (upper right);
further signed, titled, inscribed and dated
‘F.N. SOUZA / ROBOT / OIL ON CANVAS / 1973 /
18” x 24”’ (on the reverse)
oil on canvas board
24 x 17� in. (61 x 45.4 cm.)
Painted in 1973

$20,000-30,000
PROVENANCE:

Formerly from the Maria Souza Collection
See lot 106 for a discussion on Souza’s
later works

59

not included with lot 59
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61

FRANCIS NEWTON SOUZA (1924-2002)
Untitled (Woman; Abstract Figure)
signed and dated ‘Souza 83’ (upper left) each
felt tip pen and wash on paper
11 x 8� in. (27.9 x 21.6 cm.) each
Executed in 1983; Two works on paper

$3,000-5,000
120

(2)
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62

FRANCIS NEWTON SOUZA (1924-2002)
signed and dated as illustrated
10æ x 8 in. (27.3 x 20.3 cm.) smallest
12� x 10 in. (32.7 x 25.4 cm.) largest
Nine works on magazine paper

(9)

$5,000-7,000

63

FRANCIS NEWTON SOUZA (1924-2002)
signed and dated as illustrated
11 x 8� in. (27.9 x 21.5 cm.) each
Three works on paper

(3)

$4,000-6,000

63

64

65

64

65

FRANCIS NEWTON SOUZA (1924-2002)

FRANCIS NEWTON SOUZA (1924-2002)

signed and dated as illustrated
16æ x 7¬ in. (42.5 x 19.4 cm.) smallest
22� x 28� in. (57.2 x 72.4 cm.) largest
Three collages on paper

Untitled (Couple)

$3,000-5,000

(3)

signed and dated ‘Souza 1967’ (lower left)
watercolor and collage on paper
23æ x 17æ in. (60.3 x 45.1 cm.)
Executed in 1967

$3,000-5,000
125

66

126
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66

67

FRANCIS NEWTON SOUZA (1924-2002)

FRANCIS NEWTON SOUZA (1924-2002)

signed and dated as illustrated
4¿ x 6� in. (10.5 x 17.5 cm.) smallest
11 x 15 in. (27.9 x 38.1 cm.) largest
Seven works on paper; three works on tracing paper

Stri Puja; Untitled

$8,000-12,000

(10)

signed and dated ‘Souza 1977’ (center right); signed and dated ‘Souza
1983’ (upper left)
felt tip pen on graph paper; mixed media on paper
14 x 8� in. (35.6 x 21.6 cm.); 11 x 8� in. (27.9 x 21.6 cm.)
Executed in 1977 and 1983; Two works on paper
(2)

$3,000-5,000

127

68

FRANCIS NEWTON SOUZA
(1924-2002)
signed and dated as illustrated
9� x 7� in. (25.1 x 20 cm.) smallest
18æ x 11æ in. (47.6 x 29.8 cm.) largest
Seven works on paper; two works
on tracing paper

$8,000-12,000

(9)

69

70

69

70

FRANCIS NEWTON SOUZA (1924-2002)

FRANCIS NEWTON SOUZA (1924-2002)

Untitled (Nude)

signed and dated as illustrated
11æ x 5¬ in. (29.8 x 14.3 cm.) smallest
18� x 13æ in. (47 x 34.9 cm.) largest
five works on magazine paper; one work on paper

signed and dated ‘F.N. SOUZA / 1965’
(on the reverse)
oil on canvas
32¡ x 21¡ in. (82.2 x 54.3 cm.)
Painted in 1965

(6)

$3,000-5,000

$10,000-15,000
See lot 13 for a discussion on black paintings
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Design sketch by Maria Souza

This dress was made by Maria Souza for the British actress Jonnna
Lumley when she starred in the show Noel and Gertie. London
milliner, David Shilling, whose home and studio was across the
street from 38 Homer Street, was the set and costume designer
for the show, and asked Maria to make this dress to accompany a
hat he had designed for Lumley to wear in the show.

After observing with wonder the infinite skies as far as possible with naked eyes from a small hill on a
clear and star-filled night, you ask me to fix what I saw as well as what I know of the unknown infinite
in writing! Countless suns and stars, spheres in space, dots in the blue, cold and milky spots that
are really swarms of boiling suns, processions of planets possibly inhabited… What I do know of the
infinite is merely from popular science, not from scientists. But without being discouraged I go down
to my studio and put a dot on a small piece of paper and I say to you: ‘Here you are, I have reduced
the cosmos to a point. This dot is infinite. Do you see my point?
F.N. Souza, Words and Lines, London, 1959, p. 19
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FRANCIS NEWTON SOUZA (1924-2002)
Reclining Nude on Brocade
Untitled (Study for Reclining Nude on Brocade)
signed and dated ‘Souza 62’ (lower center); further titled, signed and
inscribed ‘Reclining Nude on Brocade / 1962 / 46 1/2 x 64 1/2”’
(on the reverse)
signed and dated ‘Souza 1961’ (upper right)
oil on brocade; pencil on paper
46� x 64� in. (118.1 x 163.8 cm.); 9æ x 14 in. (24.8 x 35.6 cm.)
Painted in 1962 and executed in 1961
One work on fabric; one work on paper
(2)

$80,000-120,000
Although a continuous strain in his work, Souza’s treatment of
the nude and the erotic has varied tremendously over the course
of his career. Ranging from the restrained to the unabashed and
overtly-sexualized, the demure to the disfigured and demonic,
Souza’s nudes form an important component of his oeuvre.
Like his portraits of saints and sinners, they comment on the
hypocrisy of social mores and organized religion. The artist is
clear when he states there is no connection between these
paintings and ‘the reality of women’: “My paintings are not a
product of love or anger. My painting is a product of my libido.
I am not making the error of confusing the reality of women,
the beauty, with painted representation of women. When I’m
painting, I am painting a picture – I am not confusing that with
taking her to bed.” (Artist Statement, Souza 1940s–1990s,
exhibition catalogue, New Delhi, 1993, unpaginated)
This reclining nude, painted on brocade in 1962, employs the
heavy texture of the fabric to give a new dimension to the
viewer’s experience of the image. Along with the stars painted
above the figure, the patterned fabric bestows the work with
a sense of traditional beauty, in stark contrast to the subject,
who Souza has chosen to depict in an anguished state, with
her clubbed limbs flailing, and disfigured face frozen in an
expression of distress.

The interest was only as far as…
looking back now as how human
beings can go through very difficult
times, with a baby and so forth, and
yet there’s a resilience, an urge, and
Maria knew that I had this fire going
on in me that I had to paint. She didn’t
bug me or say, ‘what are you doing’
or say anything of the sort – that she
was the sole breadwinner. We never
had that sort of antagonism. I used
to look after the child when she used
to go to her dressmaking place. In
fact, I used to hold the child in one
hand and paint with the other.
S. Lal, ‘Interview with F.N. Souza – 1994,’ Saffronart and Grosvenor Gallery Present
F.N. Souza: 16 September – 15 October, 2008, New York, 2008, pp. 8-10

Pablo Picasso © Corbis Images
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FRANCIS NEWTON SOUZA
(1924-2002)
signed and dated as illustrated
10� x 8¡ in. (27.6 x 21.3 cm.) smallest
11 x 8� in. (27.9 x 21.6 cm.) largest
Nine works on paper

(9)

$6,000-8,000

141
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FRANCIS NEWTON SOUZA (1924-2002)
Untitled (Head)
signed and dated ‘Souza 1968’ (lower right)
oil and acrylic on board
48 x 48 in. (121.9 x 121.9 cm.)
Painted in 1968

$80,000-120,000
Francis Newton Souza immigrated to New York in September
1967 and began to experiment with new techniques, styles
and new materials. This work marks the commencement of
Souza’s most abstract moment. Whilst Souza would always
retain a fidelity to figuration, in this painting the pronounced
architectonic black line recedes to the bottom foreground of
the painting. This abstracted portrait bust, silhouetted against
a color field of monochromatic spray paint, signals a dramatic
shift from Souza’s more formalized imagery seen in some of
his earlier work. Whilst the prevalent techniques of Abstract
Expressionists are apparent, unlike the color field contemporizes
such as Rothko, Souza never relinquishes the constitution of
his paintings to total abstraction; even here the figure anchors
the composition.
The material characteristics of spray paint would have required
Souza to adjust his painting techniques from the compulsive
and deliberate, aggressive strokes emanating from his brush in
favor of a less controlled point-and-shoot technique. Although
requiring a systematic mist to ensure an even application of
paint, spray paint also possessed the possibility of surprise
in the uncontrollable moment in time when the vaporized
paint particles settle on the painting’s surface. The interplay
between Souza and the “moment suspended” confirms that
his mastery of technique allowed him to engage in the action
of automatism, a notion at the very core of the Abstract
Expressionist movement, without ever actually relinquishing
control of his composition.

Alberto Giacometti, Tête de Diego au col roulé, 1951
© Christie’s Images Ltd, 2013
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FRANCIS NEWTON SOUZA
(1924-2002)
signed and dated as illustrated
11 x 8� in. (27.9 x 21.6 cm.) each
Nine works on paper

$6,000-8,000

(9)
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FRANCIS NEWTON SOUZA (1924-2002)
Untitled (Bust in Tunic); Untitled (Male Bust)
signed and dated ‘Souza 1971’ (upper left)
signed and dated ‘Souza 1969’ (upper left)
felt tip pen on paper; ink on paper
23æ x 18� in. (60.3 x 47.9 cm.)
13� x 16� in. (35.2 x 42.9 cm.)
Executed 1971 and 1969; Two works on paper

(2)

$5,000-7,000
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FRANCIS NEWTON SOUZA
(1924-2002)
signed and dated as illustrated
8º x 11 in. (21 x 27.9 cm.) smallest
14 x 11 in. (35.6 x 27.9 cm.) largest
Three works on paper

$4,000-6,000

148

(3)
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FRANCIS NEWTON SOUZA
(1924-2002)
Atoms & Water
titled, dated and inscribed ‘ATOMS & WATER /
1965 / oil on canvas / 32 1/2” x 17”’
(on the reverse)
oil on canvas
32¿ x 16æ in. (81.6 x 42.5 cm.)
Painted in 1965

$8,000-12,000
LITERATURE:

FN SOUZA BLACK ON BLACK, exhibition
catalogue, London, 2013, p. 77 (illustrated)
See lot 13 for a discussion on black paintings

Souza with Ebrahim Alkazi, New Delhi, 1995

Souza with Mohan Sharma (left)

The mid 1960s marked a watershed in Souza’s life and oeuvre. A relentless drive to
innovate and reinvent his artistic production during this time, perhaps corresponding
to the succession of upheavals in his personal life, saw seminal but short-lived series of
works including his ‘Black on Black’ paintings and ‘Souza Kalam’, a collaboration with
artist Mohan Sharma.
Born into a family of Nathadwara painters, Sharma graduated from the Sir J.J. School of
Art in Bombay in 1965, the same year he exhibited with Souza at the Taj Art Gallery in
the city. The twenty works on display were drawn by Souza, with an uncharacteristically
fine and delicate line, and skilfully painted in gouache by Sharma, in an effort to revive
and contemporize the genre of miniature painting. The relationship between the
artists was clearly a symbiotic one; Sharma’s career was given a head start as a result
of his association with the established artist, and Souza found new inspiration in the
contemporary miniatures that Sharma painted. Sharma’s miniature painting included
in this lot was likely the starting point for Souza’s own painting on the same subject,
also illustrated. This lot also includes one of Souza’s instructional drawings for Sharma,
which resulted in the work Cactus Landscape, illustrated alongside.
In 1975, ten years after this collaboration, Sharma was awarded a British Council
scholarship to work and study at Middlesex Polytechnic, the University of London. In
London, he reconnected with Maria Souza, and showed his new works at group and
one-man exhibitions that she organized at Arts 38, the gallery on Homer Street that
she owned and operated. Sharma’s stylized, geometric version of Notre Dame, painted
on a short trip to Paris during his stay in London, was likely displayed in his 1976
exhibition at Arts 38 and retained by Maria for her personal collection.

Toilet, sold Christie’s New York,
13 September 2011, lot 44
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Untitled (Cactus Landscape), sold Christie’s New York, 12 September 2012,
lot 340
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FRANCIS NEWTON SOUZA (1924-2002)
Untitled (Study for Cactus Landscape)

MOHAN SHARMA (1942-1988)
A Woman at her Mirror with her Attendants;
Notre Dame
signed and dated ‘Mohan 76’; further titled, signed,
dated and inscribed ‘“NOTRE DAME” / MOHAN SHARMA
76 - 44” x 25”’ (on the reverse)
one on tracing paper; opaque pigments on paper;
oil on canvas
9¡ x 13� in. (23.8 x 35.2 cm.)
7º x 4� in. (18.4 x 11.4 cm.) image;
9º x 7 in. (23.5 x 17.8 cm.) folio
43æ x 25 in. (111.1 x 63.5 cm.)
One executed in 1976
(3)

$4,000-6,000
PROVENANCE:

Works by Mohan Sharma are formerly from the
Maria Souza Collection
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FRANCIS NEWTON SOUZA (1924-2002)
Untitled (Landscape)
signed and dated ‘Souza 63’ (upper right)
oil on canvas
26� x 30¡ in. (67.3 x 77.2 cm.)
Painted in 1963

$60,000-80,000
PROVENANCE:

Formerly from the Maria Souza Collection

“The Landscapes, architectonic with their ‘cubic factors’ are
ultimately lyrical. There’s an unrestrained enthusiasm, a liberty
in the application of color that is applied swiftly with a palette
knife, creating smooth pulsating textures.” (A. Ludwig, Souza,
exhibition catalogue, Dhoomi Mal Gallery, New Delhi)
In this landscape painting Souza effectively demonstrates the
inherent tension between nature and civilization. His works,
which often depict the sky as an equally viscous force against
the buildings and trees, become treatises on the conflating
powers of god, man and the natural world. Rooftops cut sharply
into the sky, suggesting not harmony but a tumultuous battle
between dissonant elements, emphasized through the violent
brushstroke and dramatic palette. Juxtaposing naturalism with
reverential expression, Souza represents the landscape as a
sublime scene of primordial power. This work is abstract perhaps
not in appearance but in its existential undercurrents, the
absence of humanity at such an epicenter of civilization, where
religion, modernity and nature coexist in a perpetual struggle.
Jagdish Swaminathan describes Souza’s cityscapes as “singularly
devoid of emotive inhibitions.” They are the “congealed visions
of a mysterious world. Whether standing solidly in enameled
petrification or delineated in thin color with calligraphic
intonations, the cityscapes of Souza are purely plastic entities
with no reference to memories or mirrors.”
(J. Swaminathan, Souza’s Exhibition, exhibition catalogue, Lalit
Kala Contemporary 40, New Delhi, 1995, p. 31)
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FRANCIS NEWTON SOUZA (1924-2002)
signed and dated as illustrated
3 x 4 in (7.6 x 10.2 cm.) smallest
12� x 8º in. (32.7 x 21 cm.) largest
Three works on paper

$4,000-6,000

160

(3)
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FRANCIS NEWTON SOUZA (1924-2002)
Untitled (Landscape)
signed and dated ‘Souza 73’ (lower right)
oil on cardboard
14� x 26¬ in. (37.8 x 67.6 cm.)
Painted in 1973

$25,000-35,000

Souza traveled extensively in the seventies. Boarding a
Greyhound bus Souza traversed the country’s interstate routes
and highways absorbing a kaleidoscopic vision of the American
landscape as it streamed by his bus window. The image, rather
than being defined by the formalism of black lines, is entirely
subsumed by bright colors and heavy impasto brushwork.
Painted during a time when Souza discovered the writings of
the Bhagavad Gita, this painting is a direct reflection of his
uncontrollable painterly passion, and overarching sense of spirit
and joy. In a trance of complete painterly ecstasy, jabbing and
jiving within the moment of painterly delight, Souza anoints the
surface of the painting with rich gems of color squeezed straight
from the tube. This painting was made from a personal memory,
plucked from a particular time and space. Souza’s grip tightened
around the paint tube and the result was what he himself
describes as “’Creative Joy’ despite a world filled with tragedy,
wars, suffering and death.” (F.N. Souza, Diary, 31 May 1971)
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FRANCIS NEWTON SOUZA (1924-2002)

FRANCIS NEWTON SOUZA (1924-2002)

signed and dated as illustrated
6 x 9� in. (15.2 x 24.1 cm.) smallest
10¡ x 14æ in. (26.4 x 37.5 cm.) largest
Four works on paper; three works on acetate;
two works on tracing paper

Growing Unrest

$6,000-8,000

(9)

signed and dated ‘Souza 91’ (lower left) and titled ‘GROWING UNREST’
(lower right)
acrylic on canvas
38¡ x 52¿ in. (97.5 x 132.4 cm.)
Painted in 1991

$25,000-35,000
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FRANCIS NEWTON SOUZA (1924-2002)
signed and dated as illustrated
9� x 7� in. (25.1 x 20 cm.) smallest
18 x 12 in. 45.7 x 30.5 cm.) largest
Nine works on paper

(9)

$8,000-12,000
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FRANCIS NEWTON SOUZA (1924-2002)
Untitled (Head; Group of Figures)
signed and dated ‘Souza 98’ (upper left); signed and dated ‘Souza 97’
(upper right)
ink and acrylic on printed paper
13æ x 12� in. (34.9 x 31.8 cm.); 11¿ x 11¿ in. (28.3 x 28.3 cm.)
Executed in 1998 and 1997
One work on paper; one work on printed paper
(2)

$8,000-12,000
85
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86

FRANCIS NEWTON SOUZA (1924-2002)
Untitled
oil on canvas
30º x 29æ in. (76.8 x 75.6 cm.)
Painted circa 1965

$6,000-8,000
See lot 13 for a discussion on black paintings
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FRANCIS NEWTON SOUZA (1924-2002)
signed and dated as illustrated
11 x 8� in. (27.9 x 21.6 cm.) smallest
13 x 11� in. (33 x 29.2 cm.) largest
Nine works on paper

(9)

$6000-8,000
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FRANCIS NEWTON SOUZA (1924-2002)
Untitled (Head)
signed ‘Souza’ (center right); signed and dated ‘Souza 1953’ (lower center)
chemical alteration and felt tip pen on magazine paper; charcoal on paper
10¬ x 8� in. (27 x 21.6 cm.); 9� x 7 in. (24.1 x 17.8 cm.)
Executed in 1953; one work on paper; one work on magazine paper
(2)

$3,000-5,000
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FRANCIS NEWTON SOUZA (1924-2002)
Untitled (Head)
signed and dated ‘Souza 61’ (center left); signed and dated ‘Souza 58
(lower right)
pencil on paper; ink on paper
14 x 9� in. (35.6 x 25.1 cm.); 13 x 8 in. (33 x 20.3 cm.)
Executed in 1961 and 1958; Two works on paper
(2)

$4,000-6,000
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90

FRANCIS NEWTON SOUZA (1924-2002)
signed and dated as illustrated
9� x 8 in. (25.1 x 20.3 cm.) smallest
11 x 8� in. (27.9 x 21.6 cm.) largest
Ten works on paper

(10)

$6,000-8,000
171
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FRANCIS NEWTON SOUZA (1924-2002)
signed and dated as illustrated
9� x 8 in. (25 x 20.3 cm.) smallest
16� x 10� in. (42.8 x 27.6 cm.) largest
Six works on paper; one etching

$3,000-5,000

172

(7)
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FRANCIS NEWTON SOUZA (1924-2002)
signed and dated as illustrated
10� x 8¡ in. (27.6 x 21.3 cm.) smallest
14º x 10¬ in. (36.2 x 27 cm.) largest
Nine works on paper

(9)

$5,000-7,000
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FRANCIS NEWTON SOUZA
(1924-2002)
signed and dated as illustrated
8 in. (20.3 cm.) diameter smallest
11� x 9 in. (30.2 x 22.9 cm.) largest
Nine works on paper

$6,000-8,000

(9)
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FRANCIS NEWTON SOUZA (1924-2002)
signed and dated as illustrated
7� x 6¡ in. (20 x 16.1 cm.) smallest
8¿ x 6¡ in. (20.6 x 16.1 cm.) largest
Four works on paper

(4)

$2,500-3,500

177
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FRANCIS NEWTON SOUZA
(1924-2002)
signed and dated as illustrated
7æ x 6¡ in. (19.7 x 16.2 cm.) smallest
8 x 6º in. (20.3 x 15.9 cm.) largest
Nine double-sided works on paper

$6,000-8,000

recto

verso

recto

verso

recto

verso

(9)
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FRANCIS NEWTON SOUZA (1924-2002)

FRANCIS NEWTON SOUZA (1924-2002)

signed and dated as illustrated
3¬ x 8 in. (9.2 x 20.3 cm.) smallest
16¬ x 22 in. (42.2 x 55.9 cm.) largest
Eight works on paper; one work on tracing paper

Beggars in Bombay

$10,000-15,000

(9)

signed and dated ‘Francis NEWTON Souza 1944’ (upper right), inscribed
‘FRANCIS’ (upper left) and titled ‘Beggars’ (lower left); further signed, dated
and titled ‘F.N. SOUZA / 1944 / Beggars in Bombay’ (on the reverse)
gouache on paper
22 x 14� in. (55.9 x 37.8 cm.) sheet; 20º x 13º in. (51.4 x 33.7 cm.) image
Executed in 1944

$10,000-15,000
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“Charles Gerald, a mediocre artist, an incompetent administrator
and director of Sir J.J. School of Art, Bombay, rusticated a
number of students because he and his wife Doris were in
conflict with them. Among these art students was Francis
Newton Souza.
When Francis received a letter from the art school informing
him that he was rusticated, he put it in his pocket and devoted
himself fanatically to painting. While discussing what would be
the best answer to Mr. Gerald’s act, I suggested that he should
hire the exhibition salon of the Bombay Art Society, at the time
situated at Rampart Row behind the Prince of Wales Museum,
to exhibit his pictures. This I thought would permit the public to
judge for themselves what Souza was capable of.
Having reserved the gallery, I requested Rudolf von Leyden, art
critic of the Times of India, to perform the opening ceremony
of Souza’s exhibition, which he accepted. On the other hand,

Souza approached Dr. Alban D’Souza, who was at that time
the mayor of Bombay, to grace the occasion. The mayor agreed
without much difficulty; both Souza and Dr. D’Souza were
from Goa.
The exhibition of Souza was a success from all points of view. He
sold almost all of the pictures in his show. One of his pictures was
bought for the Baroda Museum by Dr. Herman Goetz, director of
the museum at that time. Among other buyers was Miss Maria
Figueiredo who shortly after became Souza’s first wife [...] Souza
had good critics in the newspapers, among which an article
written by Rudolf von Leyden in the Times of India was the most
favourable. The exhibition definitely established Souza as one of
the leading artists of his generation and thus attained the aim we
had fixed.”
Excerpt from E. Mogul, ‘First Exhibition of Francis Newton Souza’
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FRANCIS NEWTON SOUZA (1924-2002)
signed and dated as illustrated
9� x 7� in. (25.0 x 20 cm.) smallest
10¬ x 14¡ in. (26.9 x 36.5 cm.) largest
Thirteen works on paper

(13)

$8,000-12,000

183

99

FRANCIS NEWTON SOUZA
(1924-2002)
signed and dated as illustrated
9� x 7� in. (25.1 x 20 cm.) smallest
16� x 11 in. ( 42.9 x 27.9 cm.) largest
Five works on paper; two works on tracing paper;
two works on magazine paper;
one work on acetate
(10)

$6,000-8,000

184

Ancient Indian Art is Air. Its forms are arabesque and boneless.
They float in the air like the “Descent of the Ganges”, the
great 7th Century rock carving carving at Mamallapuram. In
the erotic sculpture, like Khajuraho, all the maithuna (sexual
intercourse) takes place in the air, as it were.
Artist statement, A Tribute to Francis Newton Souza 1924–2002, Vadehra Art Gallery, New Delhi,
February – March 2003

Prime Minister, Mrs. Indira Gandhi, at the exhibition of FN Souza, New Delhi, 1975

recto

verso

100

FRANCIS NEWTON SOUZA (1924-2002)
signed and dated as illustrated
10� x 8¡ in. (27.6 x 21.3 cm.) smallest
18� x 23� in. (47.9 x 60.6 cm.) largest
Five works on paper; two works on tracing paper;
one double sided work on paper

(8)

$8,000-12,000

189

101

FRANCIS NEWTON SOUZA (1924-2002)
signed and dated as illustrated
7æ x 8� in. (19.7 x 21.6 cm.) smallest
13æ x 9 in. (34.9 x 22.9 cm.) largest
Five works on paper; two works on tracing paper

$2,000-3,000

(7)

102

FRANCIS NEWTON SOUZA
(1924-2002)
Untitled (Lovers)
Signed and dated ‘Souza 57’ (upper right);
signed ‘Souza’ (upper left)
mixed media on board; ink on paper
9� x 8 in. (25.1 x 20.3 cm.) image ;
10æ x 8æ in. (27.3 x 22.2 cm.) board;
9� x 8 in. (25.1 x 20.3 cm.)
One work on board;
one double sided work on paper
(2)

$4,000-6,000

recto

verso

191

103

FRANCIS NEWTON SOUZA
(1924-2002)
signed and dated as illustrated
11� x 9 in. (30.1 x 22.8 cm.) smallest
18æ x 11æ in. (47.6 x 29.8 cm.) largest
Three works on paper; six works on tracing
paper
(9)

$6,000-8,000

192

104

FRANCIS NEWTON SOUZA (1924-2002)
signed and dated as illustrated
10æ x 13æ in. (27.3 x 34.9 cm.) smallest
16� x 10 in. (42.9 x 25.4 cm.) largest
Six works on acetate; two works on paper

(8)

$3,000-5,000

193

105

FRANCIS NEWTON SOUZA
(1924-2002)
signed and dated as illustrated
9� x 7� in. (25 x 20 cm.) smallest
11 x 8¡ in. (27.9 x 21.2 cm.) largest
Nine works on paper

$6,000-8,000

(9)

106

FRANCIS NEWTON SOUZA (1924-2002)
Astronaut: Homage to Gagarin
signed and dated ‘Souza 1968’ (upper left); further signed, titled, dated
and inscribed ‘F.N. Souza/ HOMAGE TO GAGARIN/ ASTRONAUT/(27)/ 28
MARCH 1968/24 x 36’ (on the reverse)
oil on board
36 x 24 in. (91.4 x 60.9 cm.)
Painted in 1968

$30,000-50,000
Yuri Gagarin was a Russian cosmonaut who was not only
decorated with the highest honor of “Hero of the Soviet
Union” but became an internationally celebrated figure. As the
first human to successfully man a shuttle into space and orbit
the Earth, Gagarin represented man’s supreme triumph as a
species as they finally liberated themselves from the limitations
of their home planet. The space race between the USSR and the
USA was a matter of political pride. Gagarin’s iconic Vostok 1
mission became a moment that overcame polarized differences
and united them through hope and faith in science. This was
Gagarin’s only space mission, although he served as backup
crew to the Soyuz 1 mission, which ultimately ended in a fatal
crash. Gagarin went on to become deputy training director of
the Cosmonaut Training Centre outside Moscow later named
in tribute to him. Gagarin’s life was tragically cut short in 1968
when the MiG-15 training jet he was piloting crashed.

execution and philosophy begin to realign in a new phase of his
career. This painting anticipates a change in Souza’s style and
techniques in the new world.

Souza executed this work the year the famed cosmonaut was
killed. Painted only a year after Souza had immigrated to the
United States, the bastion of modern scientific enquiry, his

(F. N. Souza, quoted in Notes, F N SOUZA, exhibition catalogue,
Gallery One, London, 1961, p. 1, originally from the artist’s
diary, 9 January, 1961)

Yuri Gagarin © Corbis Images

Perpetually rigorous in debating cutting-edge intellectual, artistic
and socio-political developments, Souza perfected his raw and
highly idiosyncratic style in this painting. Harmonizing the
tension between force and restraint, the composition is marked
by vigorous, layered strokes which become virtual traces of
imagined sensations.
I started using more than two eyes, numerous eyes and fingers
on my paintings and drawings of human figures when I realised
what it meant to have the superfluous and so not need the
necessary. Why should I be sparse and parsimonious when not
only this world, but worlds in space are open to me? I have
everything to use at my disposal.
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FRANCIS NEWTON SOUZA
(1924-2002)
signed and dated as illustrated
10¡ x 8 in. (26.4 x 20.3 cm.) smallest
14º x 10 in. (36.2 x 25.4 cm.) largest
Nine works on paper
(9)

$8,000-12,000

200

201

108

FRANCIS NEWTON SOUZA
(1924-2002)
signed and dated as illustrated
8� x 5¡ in. (22.5 x 13.6 cm.) smallest
17 x 11 in. (43.1 x 27.9 cm.) largest
Nine works on paper
(9)

$10,000-15,000

109

110

110

109

110

FRANCIS NEWTON SOUZA (1924-2002)

FRANCIS NEWTON SOUZA (1924-2002)

signed and dated as illustrated
7æ x 6� in. (19.6 x 17.4 cm.) smallest
13¡ x 9� in. (33.9 x 24.1 cm.) largest
Nine works on paper

Untitled (Head); Untitled (Nude)

$8,000-12,000

(9)

signed and dated ‘Souza 57’ (center left)
signed and dated ‘Souza 58’ (upper left)
ink on paper
12� x 7� in. (32.7 x 20 cm.) each
Executed in 1957; 1958

(2)

$4,000-6,000

205

111

FRANCIS NEWTON SOUZA (1924-2002)
signed and dated as illustrated
9� x 8¿ in. (24.1 x 20.6 cm.) smallest
15� x 11� in. (39.3 x 29.2 cm.) largest
Eight works on paper; one double sided work on paper (9)

$5,000-7,000
206

112

FRANCIS NEWTON SOUZA (1924-2002)
signed and dated as illustrated
10� x 8� in. (27.6 x 21.6 cm.) smallest
16� x 11 in. (42.9 x 27.9 cm.) largest
Nine works on paper

(9)

$6,000-8,000
207

113

FRANCIS NEWTON SOUZA (1924-2002)
signed and dated as illustrated
10� x 8¡ in. (27.6 x 21.3 cm.) smallest
11 x 8� in. (27.9 x 21.6 cm.) largest
Ten works on paper

$6,000-8,000
208

(10)

209

114

114

115

FRANCIS NEWTON SOUZA (1924-2002)

FRANCIS NEWTON SOUZA (1924-2002)

signed and dated as illustrated
10� x 8¡ in. (27.6 x 21.2 cm.) smallest
11 x 8� in. (27.9 x 21.5 cm.) largest
Nine works on paper

Head (Angst)

$5,000-7,000

(9)

signed and dated ‘Souza 1968’ (upper right); further signed, inscribed,
titled and dated ‘F.N. SOUZA / 3’ x 2�’ / HEAD (ANGST) / 1968
OIL ON BOARD / WITH ACRYLIC SPRAY’ (on the reverse)
oil and acrylic on board
35� x 30 in. (91.1 x 76.2 cm.)
Painted in 1968

$15,000-20,000

210

115

211
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FRANCIS NEWTON SOUZA
(1924-2002)
signed and dated as illustrated
10 x 8 in. (25.4 x 20.3 cm.) smallest
13 x 8 in. (33 x 20.3 cm.) largest
Six works on paper
(6)

$6,000-8,000

117

FRANCIS NEWTON SOUZA (1924-2002)
Untitled (Indian Woman); Untitled (Woman)
‘Souza 63’ (upper right); signed and dated ‘Souza 62’ (lower left)
twice signed and dated ‘Souza 62’
watercolor and ink on paper; oil on magazine paper
8¬ x 10¬ in. (21.9 x 27 cm.)
12� x 9º in. (31.8 x 23.5 cm.)
Executed in 1963 and 1962; Two works on paper
(2)

$7,000-9,000

214

Maria and Shelley Souza, 1953
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FRANCIS NEWTON SOUZA (1924-2002)
signed and dated as illustrated
10 x 8 in. (25.4 x 20.3 cm.) smallest
18 x 12� in. (45.7 x 32.7 cm.) largest
Seven works on paper; two works on tracing paper;
one work on acetate
(10)

$10,000-15,000

216

218

119

FRANCIS NEWTON SOUZA
(1924-2002)
signed and dated as illustrated
8¿ x 7¿ in. (20.6 x 18 cm.) smallest
16æ x 13� in. (42.5 x 35.2 cm.) largest
Five works on paper; three works on tracing
paper; two works on acetate
(10)

$6,000-8,000

219

120

FRANCIS NEWTON SOUZA (1924-2002)
signed and dated as illustrated
10� x 8¡ in. (27.6 x 21.3 cm.) smallest
11� x 8º in. (29.2 x 21 cm.) largest
Eight works on paper; one work on magazine paper

$4,000-6,000
220

(9)

121

FRANCIS NEWTON SOUZA (1924-2002)
signed and dated as illustrated
9� x 7� in. (25 x 20 cm.) smallest
10æ x 13¬ in. (27.3 x 34.6 cm.) largest
Five works on paper; three works on acetate;
one work on magazine paper

(9)

$4,000-6,000
221

222

122

FRANCIS NEWTON SOUZA
(1924-2002)
signed and dated as illustrated
7 x 5� in. (17.7 x 14.9 cm.) sheet
6¿ x 4� in.(15.5 x 12.3 cm.) plate smallest;
19 x 27æ in. (48.2 x 70.4 cm.) sheet; 14� x 23æ in.
(36.8 x 60.3 cm.) plate; largest
Eight etchings; one work on acetate;
one print on paper
(10)

$3,000-5,000

223

123

FRANCIS NEWTON SOUZA (1924-2002)
signed and dated as illustrated
10� x 8� in. (27.6 x 22.5 cm.) smallest
14� x 22� in. (36.8 x 57.2 cm.) largest
Eight works on magazine paper;
one double sided work on printed paper

$4,000-6,000
224

(9)

124

FRANCIS NEWTON SOUZA (1924-2002)
signed and dated as illustrated
8¡ x 10� in. (21.2 x 27.6 cm.) smallest
16� x 13� in. (42.8 x 35.2 cm.) largest
Two works on paper; four works on tracing paper

(6)

$5,000-7,000

225

125

FRANCIS NEWTON SOUZA
(1924-2002)
signed and dated as illustrated
8º x 10� in. (20.9 x 27.6 cm.) smallest
10� x 8� in. (27.6 x 21.5 cm.) largest
Nine works on paper

$4,000-6,000

226

(9)

126

FRANCIS NEWTON SOUZA
(1924-2002)
signed and dated as illustrated
10� x 8º in. (26.7 x 21 cm.) smallest
16æ x 13� in. (42.5 x 35.2 cm.) largest
Five works on paper; two works on tracing paper;
two works on printed paper
(9)

$8,000-12,000

228

127

FRANCIS NEWTON SOUZA
(1924-2002)
signed and dated as illustrated
10æ x 7æ in. (27.3 x 19.7 cm.) smallest
10æ x 8� in. (27.3 x 22.5 cm.) largest
Eight works on magazine paper

$4,000-6,000

230

(8)

128

FRANCIS NEWTON SOUZA (1924-2002)
Head
inscribed and titled ‘30” x 20” / HEAD’ (on the reverse)
oil on canvas
32æ x 21 in. (83.2 x 53.3 cm.)
Painted circa 1960s

$8,000-12,000
See lot 13 for a discussion on black paintings

231

129

FRANCIS NEWTON SOUZA (1924-2002)
signed and dated as illustrated
11 x 8� in. (27.9 x 21.5 cm.) smallest
11æ x 8¬ in. (29.8 x 21.9 cm.) largest
Nine works on paper

$5,000-7,000

(9)

130

FRANCIS NEWTON SOUZA (1924-2002)
signed and dated as illustrated
11 x 8¡ in. (27.9 x 21.2 cm.) smallest
11¡ x 8� in. (28.8 x 22.5 cm.) largest
Nine works on paper

(9)

$5,000-7,000
233

131

FRANCIS NEWTON SOUZA (1924-2002)
signed and dated as illustrated
10� x 8¡ in. (27.6 x 21.2 cm.) smallest
17 x 13� in. (43.1 x 35.2 cm.) largest
Nine works on paper

$5,000-7,000

(9)

132

FRANCIS NEWTON SOUZA (1924-2002)
signed and dated as illustrated
9� x 8 in. (23.4 x 20.3 cm.) smallest
13º x 9� in. (33.6 x 24.1 cm.) largest
Seven works on paper; one works on printed paper; one
work on magazine paper
(9)

$6,000-8,000
235

Souza working with an overhead projector
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FRANCIS NEWTON SOUZA (1924-2002)
signed and dated as illustrated
9� x 7� in. (25 x 20 cm. ) smallest
11 x 8� in. (27.9 x 21.5 cm.) largest
Nine works on paper

(9)

$6,000-8,000
237

134

FRANCIS NEWTON SOUZA
(1924-2002)
signed and dated as illustrated
10¡ x 8¡ in. (26.3 x 21.2 cm.) smallest
11 x 8� in. (27.9 x 21.5 cm.) largest
Nine works on paper
(9)

$5,000-7,000

135

FRANCIS NEWTON SOUZA
(1924-2002)
signed and dated as illustrated
11 x 8¡ in. (27.9 x 21.2 cm.) smallest
14¡ x 10¡ in. (36.5 x 26.3 cm.) largest
Eight works on paper; one work on card

$8,000-12,000

(9)

241

136

FRANCIS NEWTON SOUZA (1924-2002)
signed and dated as illustrated
11 x 8� in. (27.9 x 21.5 cm.) each
Nine works on paper

$5,000-7,000

242

(9)

137

FRANCIS NEWTON SOUZA
(1924-2002)
Untitled (Head)
signed and dated ‘Souza 1967’ (lower left)
signed and dated ‘Souza 1968’ (upper left)
ink on paper
9� x 7� in. (25 x 20 cm.)
11 x 8� in. (27.9 x 21.5 cm.)
Executed in 1967 and 1968
Two works on paper
(2)

$8,000-12,000

243

138

138

139

FRANCIS NEWTON SOUZA (1924-2002)

FRANCIS NEWTON SOUZA (1924-2002)

signed and dated as illustrated
10� x 8¡ in. (27.6 x 21.2 cm.) smallest
13º x 8º in. (33.6 x 20.9 cm.) largest
Nine works on paper

Toreador

$5,000-7,000

(9)

signed and dated ‘Souza 66’ (upper left); further signed, titled, dated and
inscribed ‘F.N. SOUZA / Toreador / 1966 / 20” x 30”’ (on the reverse)
oil on canvas
24� x 20 in. (63.2 x 50.8 cm.)
Painted in 1966

$25,000-35,000
244

139

246

140

FRANCIS NEWTON SOUZA (1924-2002)
signed and dated as illustrated
8¡ x 10� in. (21.3 x 27.6 cm.) smallest
22¿ x 30 in. (56.2 x 76.2 cm.) largest
Four prints on paper; six works on paper

(10)

$5,000-7,000

247

141

FRANCIS NEWTON SOUZA (1924-2002)
signed and dated as illustrated
8º x 10� in. (21 x 27.6 cm.) smallest
17 x 13� in. (43.2 x 35.2 cm.) largest
Five works on paper; one work on tracing paper;
one print on paper

$5,000-7,000

248

(7)

142

FRANCIS NEWTON SOUZA (1924-2002)
signed and dated as illustrated
9º x 8¡ in. (23.4 x 21.2 cm.) smallest
18� x 13æ in. (46.9 x 34.9 cm.) largest
nine works on paper; one work on printed paper

$8,000-12,000

250

(10)

251

143

FRANCIS NEWTON SOUZA (1924-2002)
signed and dated as illustrated
chemical alterations on magazine paper
10æ x 8º in. (27.3 x 21 cm.) smallest
10æ x 15� in. (27.3 x 39.4 cm.) largest
Seven works on magazine paper

$4,000-6,000

252

(7)

144

FRANCIS NEWTON SOUZA (1924-2002)
Untitled (Faces; Couple)
signed and dated ‘Souza 66’ (upper left); signed and dated ‘Souza 1969’
(upper right)
ink on paper; pencil on paper
11 x 17º in. (27.9 x 43.8 cm.); 8¡ x 10� in. (21.3 x 27.6 cm.)
Executed in 1966 and 1969; Two works on paper
(2)

$3,000-5,000
253

145

146

145

146

FRANCIS NEWTON SOUZA (1924-2002)

FRANCIS NEWTON SOUZA (1924-2002)

signed and dated as illustrated
10� x 8� in. (27.6 x 21.5 cm.) smallest
13º x 8º in. (33.6 x 20.9 cm.) largest
Nine works on paper

Untitled (Figures on Flowers)

$5,000-7,000

(9)

oil on wrapping paper
10 x 27 in. (25.4 x 68.6 cm.)

$800-1,200

147

FRANCIS NEWTON SOUZA
(1924-2002)
Flowers
signed and dated ‘Souza 73’ (upper left); further
titled, signed and dated ‘ Flowers by / F N Souza,
1973 - ‘ (on the reverse)
oil on canvas
11� x 15� in. (30.2 x 40.3 cm.)
Painted in 1973

$25,000-35,000

256

148

148

149

FRANCIS NEWTON SOUZA (1924-2002)

FRANCIS NEWTON SOUZA (1924-2002)

signed and dated as illustrated
7¿ x 6 in. (18.1 x 15.2 cm.) smallest
10æ x 9� in. (27.3 x 25.1 cm.) largest
Six works on tracing paper

signed and dated as illustrated
11 x 8� in. (27.9 x 21.6 cm.) smallest
17 x 14 in. (43.2 x 35.6 cm.) largest
Five works on paper; two double sided works on paper

$4,000-6,000

258

(6)

$5,000-7,000

(7)

recto

verso

recto

verso

149

259

150

FRANCIS NEWTON SOUZA (1924-2002)
signed and dated as illustrated
11 x 8� in. (27.9 x 21.6 cm.) smallest
14æ x 10� in. (37.5 x 27.6 cm.) largest
Eight works on paper; one work on magazine paper

$4,000-6,000
260

(9)

151

FRANCIS NEWTON SOUZA (1924-2002)
signed and dated as illustrated
10æ x 8 in. (27.3 x 20.3 cm.) smallest
17 x 11 in. (43.2 x 27.9 cm.) largest
Six works on paper; three works on magazine paper

(9)

$5,000-7,000
261

152

FRANCIS NEWTON SOUZA (1924-2002)
signed and dated as illustrated
10� x 8¿ in. (27.6 x 20.6 cm.) smallest
13º x 10¡ in. (33.6 x 26.3 cm.) largest
Seven works on magazine paper

$4,000-6,000

262

(7)

153

FRANCIS NEWTON SOUZA (1924-2002)
Mula – Chemical Painting; Untitled
titled and dated ‘ Mula – chemical painting. 1970’ (lower edge)
signed and dated ‘Souza 1970’ (upper left)
chemical alteration on magazine paper
7º x 5¿ in. (18.4 x 13 cm.) image; 11 x 8� in. (27.9 x 21.6 cm.) sheet
10æ x 8¿ in. (27.3 x 20.6 cm.) image; 14æ x 11¿ in (37.5 x 28.3 cm.) sheet
Executed in 1970; Two works on magazine paper laid on card
(2)

$3,000-5,000

263

154

154

FRANCIS NEWTON SOUZA
(1924-2002)
signed and dated as illustrated
10 x 6� in. (25.4 x 17.4 cm.) smallest
13º x 10¡ in. (33.6 x 26.3 cm.) largest
Nine works on magazine paper

(9)

$5,000-7,000

155

FRANCIS NEWTON SOUZA
(1924-2002)
signed and dated as illustrated
3¡ x 2� in. (8.6 x 6.4 cm.) smallest
15 x 9æ in. (38.1 x 24.8 cm.) largest
One work on tracing paper; one work on paper;
one work on paper laid on card
(3)

$3,000-5,000

155

265

156

FRANCIS NEWTON SOUZA
(1924-2002)
signed and dated as illustrated
11 x 8¿ in. (27.9 x 20.6 cm.) smallest
17 x 11 in. (43.2 x 27.9 cm.) largest
Eight works on paper

$6,000-8,000

266

(8)

157

FRANCIS NEWTON SOUZA (1924-2002)
signed and dated as illustrated
7æ x 6º in. (19.7 x 15.9 cm.) smallest
16� x 11 in. (42.9 x 27.9 cm.) largest
Nine works on paper

(9)

$6,000-8,000
267

268

269

270

158

FRANCIS NEWTON SOUZA (1924-2002)
signed and dated as illustrated
10¡ x 8 in. (26.4 x 20.3 cm) smallest
14� x 11 in. (37.8 x 27.9 cm.) largest
Ten works on paper

(10)

$6,000-8,000
271

159

FRANCIS NEWTON SOUZA (1924-2002)
signed and dated as illustrated
7¡ x 11¬ in. (18.7 x 29.5 cm.) smallest
11 x 8� in. (27.9 x 21.5 cm.) largest
Nine works on paper; one work on printed paper
laid on card

(10)

$6,000-8,000
273

160

FRANCIS NEWTON SOUZA (1924-2002)
signed and dated as illustrated
10� x 8¡ in. (27.6 x 21.2 cm.) smallest
14º x 10¿ in. (36.1 x 25.7 cm.) largest
Nine works on paper

$5,000-7,000

274

(9)

161

FRANCIS NEWTON SOUZA
(1924-2002)
signed and dated as illustrated
10¬ x 8 in.( 26.9 x 20.3 cm.) smallest
10� x 8� in. (27.6 x 21.5 cm.) largest
Four works on paper; one work on
magazine paper
(5)

$4,000-6,000
275

162

FRANCIS NEWTON SOUZA (1924-2002)
signed and dated as illustrated
10� x 8� in. (27.6 x 21.6 cm) smallest
14� x 11¿ in. (36.8 x 28.3 cm) largest
Nine works on paper

$5,000-7,000
276

(9)

163

FRANCIS NEWTON SOUZA (1924-2002)
signed and dated as illustrated
10� x 8� in. (27.6 x 21.5 cm.) each
Nine works on paper

(9)

$5,000-7,000

277

164

FRANCIS NEWTON SOUZA
(1924-2002)
signed and dated as illustrated
10� x 8¡ in. (27.6 x 21.2 cm.) smallest
13º x 8� in. (33.6 x 21.5 cm.) largest
Nine works on paper
(9)

$5,000-7,000

278

279

165

165

166

FRANCIS NEWTON SOUZA (1924-2002)

FRANCIS NEWTON SOUZA (1924-2002)

signed and dated as illustrated
11 x 8� in. (27.9 x 21.5 cm.) smallest
16.6 x 10¡ in.(41.9 x 26.3 cm.) largest
Eight works on paper; one work on printed paper

Portrait of an Alien in Astronomical System

$5,000-7,000

(9)

signed and dated ‘Souza 1984’ (upper left); further signed, titled, dated
and inscribed ‘F.N. SOUZA/ PORTRAIT OF AN / ALIEN/ IN ASTRONOMICAL
SYSTEM-1984/ OIL ON BOARD / 24 X 30’ (on the reverse)
oil on board
30 x 23� in. (76.2 x 60.6 cm.)
Painted in 1984

$25,000-35,000
280

166
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IMPORTANT NOTICES AND EXPLANATION OF
CATALOGUING PRACTICE
IMPORTANT NOTICES
CHRISTIE’S INTEREST IN PROPERTY
CONSIGNED FOR AUCTION
From time to time, Christie’s may offer a lot which
it owns in whole or in part. Such property is
identified in the catalogue with the symbol ∆ next to
its lot number.
On occasion, Christie’s has a direct financial
interest in lots consigned for sale, which may
include guaranteeing a minimum price or making
an advance to the consignor that is secured solely
by consigned property. Such property is identified
in the catalogue with the symbol º next to the lot
number. This symbol will be used both in cases
where Christie’s holds the financial interest on its
own, and in cases where Christie’s has financed all
or part of such interest through third parties. When
a third party agrees to finance all or part of Christie’s
interest in a lot, it takes on all or part of the risk of
the lot not being sold, and will be remunerated in
exchange for accepting this risk. The third party
may also bid for the lot. Where it does so, and is the
successful bidder, the remuneration may be netted
against the final purchase price. If the lot is not sold,
the third party may incur a loss. Where Christie’s
has an ownership or financial interest in every lot in
the catalogue, Christie’s will not designate each lot
with a symbol, but will state its interest at the front
of the catalogue.
In this catalogue, if property has X next to the lot
number, Christie’s guarantee of a minimum price
has been financed through third parties.

º

ALL DIMENSIONS ARE APPROXIMATE
CONDITION REPORTS
Christie’s catalogues include references to condition
only in descriptions of multiple works (such as
prints, books and wine). Please contact the Specialist
Department for a condition report on a particular lot.
Condition reports are provided as a service to
interested clients. Prospective buyers should note
that descriptions of property are not warranties and
that each lot is sold “as is.”

PROPERTY INCORPORATING MATERIALS
FROM ENDANGERED AND OTHER
PROTECTED SPECIES
Property made of or incorporating (irrespective
of percentage) endangered and other protected
species of wildlife are marked with the symbol ~
in the catalogue. Such material includes, among
other things, ivory, tortoiseshell, crocodile skin,
rhinoceros horn, whale bone and certain species of
coral, together with Brazilian rosewood. Prospective
purchasers are advised that several countries prohibit
altogether the importation of property containing
such materials, and that other countries require a
permit {e.g., a CITES permit) from the relevant
regulatory agencies in the countries of exportation
as well as importation. Accordingly, clients should
familiarize themselves with the relevant customs laws
and regulations prior to bidding on any property
with wildlife material if they intend to import
the property into another country. For example,
the U.S. generally prohibits the importation of
articles containing species that it has designated as
endangered or threatened if those articles are less
than 100 years old.
Please note that it is the client’s responsibility
to determine and satisfy the requirements of
any applicable laws or regulations applying to
the export or import of property containing
endangered and other protected wildlife
material. The inability of a client to export
or import property containing endangered
and other protected wildlife material is not
a basis for cancellation or rescission of the
sale. Please note also that lots containing
potentially regulated wildlife material are
marked as a convenience to our clients,
but Christie’s does not accept liability for
errors or for failing to mark lots containing
protected or regulated species.

EXPLANATION OF
CATALOGUING PRACTICE
The following expressions with their accompanying explanations are used by Christie’s as standard
cataloguing practice. Our use of these expressions
does not take account of the condition of the lot or
of the extent of any restoration.
Buyers are recommended to inspect the property
themselves. Written condition reports are usually
available on request.
1. MF HUSAIN
In our qualified opinion a work by the artist.
2. Attributed to MF HUSAIN*
In our qualified opinion a work of the period of the
artist which may be in whole or part the work of
the artist.
3. Circle of MF HUSAIN*
In Christie’s qualified opinion a work of the period
of the artist and closely related in his style.
4. School of MF HUSAIN*
In our qualified opinion a work by a pupil or follower of the artist.
5. Style of MF HUSAIN*
In our qualified opinion a work in the style of the
artist, possibly of a later period.
6. After MF HUSAIN*
In our qualified opinion a copy of the work of the
artist.
7. ‘signed’
Has a signature which in our qualified opinion is the
signature of the artist.
8. ‘bears signature’ and/or ‘inscribed’
Has a signature and/or inscription which in our
qualified opinion might be the signature and/or
inscription of the artist.
9. ‘dated’
Is so dated and in our qualified opinion was
executed at about that date.
10. ‘bears date’
Is so dated and in our qualified opinion may have
been executed at about that date.
11. ‘seal’
Has a seal which in our qualified opinion is a seal of
the artist.
12. ‘bears seal’
Has a seal which in our qualified opinion might be a
seal of the artist.
*This term and its definition in this Explanation of
Cataloguing Practice are a qualified statement as to
Authorship. While the use of this term is based upon
careful study and represents the opinion of experts,
Christie’s and the consignor assume no risk, liability
and responsibility for the authenticity of authorship
of any lot in this catalogue described by this term.
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BUYING AT CHRISTIE’S
CONDITIONS OF SALE
Christie’s Conditions of Sale and Limited Warranty
are set out later in this catalogue. Bidders are
strongly encouraged to read these as they set out the
terms on which property is bought at auction.
ESTIMATES
Estimates are based upon prices recently paid at
auction for comparable property, condition, rarity,
quality and provenance. Estimates are subject to
revision. Buyers should not rely upon estimates as a
representation or prediction of actual selling prices.
Estimates do not include the buyer’s premium or
VAT. Where “Estimate on Request” appears, please
contact the Specialist Department for further
information.
RESERVES
The reserve is the confidential minimum price the
consignor will accept and will not exceed the low
pre-sale estimate. Lots that are not subject to a reserve
are identified by the symbol • next to the lot number.
BUYER’S PREMIUM
Christie’s charges a premium to the buyer on the
final bid price of each lot sold at the following rates:
25% of the final bid price of each lot up to and
including $100,000, 20% of the excess of the
hammer price above $100,000 and up to and
including $2,000,000 and 12% of the excess of the
hammer price above $2,000,000.
Exceptions:
Wine: 22.5% of the final bid price of each lot sold.
For all lots, taxes are payable on the premium at the
applicable rate.
PRE-AUCTION VIEWING
Pre-auction viewings are open to the public free
of charge. Christie’s specialists are available to give
advice and condition reports at viewings or by
appointment.
BIDDER REGISTRATION
Prospective buyers who have not previously bid or
consigned with Christie’s should bring:
• Individuals: government-issued photo
identification (such as a driving license, national
identity card, or passport) and, if not shown on the
ID document, proof of current address, for example
a utility bill or bank statement.
• Corporate clients: a certificate of incorporation.
• For other business structures such as trusts,
offshore companies or partnerships, please contact
Christie’s Credit Department at +1 212 636 2490
for advice on the information you should supply.
• A financial reference in the form of a recent bank
statement or letter of reference from your bank is
required. A deposit may be required at Christie’s
discretion dependent upon your financial reference,
payment history or other factors.
• Persons registering to bid on behalf of someone
who has not previously bid or consigned with
Christie’s should bring identification documents not
only for themselves but also for the party on whose
behalf they are bidding, together with a signed letter
of authorization from that party.
To allow sufficient time to process the information,
new clients are encouraged to register at least 48
hours in advance of a sale.
Prospective buyers should register for a numbered
bidding paddle at least 30 minutes before the sale.
Clients who have not made a purchase from any
Christie’s office within the last year and those wishing
to spend more than on previous occasions, will be
asked to supply a new bank reference to register.
For assistance with references, please contact
Christie’s Credit Department at +1 212 636 2490 or
by fax at +1 212 636 4943.
REGISTERING TO BID ON
SOMEONE ELSE’S BEHALF
Persons bidding on behalf of an existing client
should bring a signed letter from the client
authorizing the bidder to act on the client’s behalf.

Please note that Christie’s does not accept payments
from third parties. Christie’s can only accept
payment from the client, and not from the person
bidding on their behalf.
BIDDING
The auctioneer accepts bids from those present
in the saleroom, from telephone bidders, or by
absentee written bids left with Christie’s in advance
of the auction. The auctioneer may also execute
bids on behalf of the seller up to the amount of the
reserve. The auctioneer will not specifically identify
bids placed on behalf of the seller. Under no
circumstances will the auctioneer place any bid on
behalf of the seller at or above the reserve. Bid steps
are shown on the Absentee Bid Form at the back of
this catalogue.
ABSENTEE BIDS
Christie’s staff will attempt to execute an absentee
bid at the lowest possible price, taking into account
the reserve price. Absentee bids submitted on “no
reserve” lots will, in the absence of a higher bid, be
executed at approximately 50% of the low pre sale
estimate or at the amount of the bid if it is less than
50% of the low pre-sale estimate. The auctioneer
may execute absentee bids directly from the
rostrum, clearly identifying these as “absentee bids,”
“book bids,” “order bids” or “commission bids.”
Absentee Bids Forms are available in this catalogue,
at any Christie’s location or online at christies.com.
TELEPHONE BIDS
Telephone bids will be accepted for lots with lowend estimates of $1,500 and above, no later than 24
hours prior to the sale and only if the capacity of our
pool of staff phone bidders allows. Arrangements to
bid in languages other than English must be made
well in advance of the sale date.
Telephone bids may be recorded. By bidding on
the telephone, prospective purchasers consent to the
recording of their conversations.
Christie’s offers all absentee and telephone bidding
services as a convenience to our clients, but will not
be responsible for errors or failures to execute bids.
SUCCESSFUL BIDS
While invoices are sent out by mail after the
auction, we do not accept responsibility for
notifying you of the result of your bids. Buyers are
requested to contact us by telephone or in person
as soon as possible after the sale to obtain details
of the outcome of their bids to avoid incurring
unnecessary storage charges. Successful bidders will
pay the price of the final bid plus premium plus any
applicable taxes.
PAYMENT
Buyers are expected to make payment for purchases
immediately after the auction. To avoid delivery
delays, prospective buyers are encouraged to supply
bank or other suitable references before the auction.
Please note that Christie’s will not accept payments
for purchased Lots from any party other than the
registered buyer.
Lots purchased in New York may be paid for in
the following ways: wire transfer, credit card (up
to $50,000), bank checks, checks and cash, money
orders or travellers checks (up to $7,500 combined
total, subject to conditions)
Wire transfer: JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A. 270
Park Avenue New York, NY 10017 ABA#
021000021 FBO: Christie’s Inc. Account #
957-107978, for international transfers, SWIFT:
CHASUS33.
Credit cards: Visa, MasterCard, American Express
and China UnionPay a limit of $50,000 for credit
card payment will apply. This limit is inclusive
of the buyer’s premium and any applicable taxes.
Credit card payments at the NY sale site will only
be accepted for NY sales. Christie’s will not accept
credit card payments for purchases in any other
sale site.

The fax number to send completed CNP (Card
Member not Present) authorization forms to is
+1 212 636 4939. Alternatively, clients can mail the
authorization form to the address below.
Cash, Money Orders or Travellers Checks is limited
to $7,500 (subject to conditions).
Bank Checks should be made payable to Christie’s
(subject to conditions).
Checks should be made payable to Christie’s.
Checks must be drawn on a US bank and payable
in US dollars. In order to process your payment
efficiently, please quote sale number, invoice
number and client number with all transactions.
All mailed payments should be sent to:
Christie’s Inc. Cashiers’ Department, 20 Rockefeller
Center, New York, NY 10020.
Please direct all inquiries to the Cashiers’ Office Tel:
+1 212 636 2495 Fax +1 212 636 4939
Please note that Christie’s will not accept
payments for purchased Lots from any party
other than the registered buyer.
Payment in full must be received in good, cleared
funds before the property will be released.
SALES TAX
Purchases picked up in New York or delivered
to locations in California, Florida, Illinois,
Massachusetts, New York, Pennsylvania,
Rhode Island or Texas may be subject to sales or
compensating use tax of such jurisdiction.
It is the buyer’s responsibility to ascertain and pay all
taxes due. Buyers claiming exemption from sales tax
must have the appropriate documentation on file
with Christie’s prior to the release of the property.
For more information, please contact Purchaser
Payments at +1 212 636 2496.
COLLECTION OF PURCHASED LOTS
Buyers are expected to remove their property within
7 calendar days of the auction. Please consult the
Lot Collection Notice for collection information
for purchased lots. This sheet is available from the
Bidder Registration staff, Purchaser Payments or the
Packing Desk.
SHIPPING
A shipping form is enclosed with each invoice. It
is the buyer’s responsibility to pick up purchases or
make all shipping arrangements. After payment has
been made in full, Christie’s can arrange property
packing and shipping at the buyer’s request and
expense. Where Christie’s arranges and bills for such
services via invoice or credit card, an administration
charge will apply. We recommend that buyers
request an estimate for any large items or property
of high value that require professional packing. For
more information please contact the Art Transport
Department at +1 212 636 2480.
We regret that Christie’s staff will not accommodate
requests to roll canvases sold on stretchers.
EXPORT/IMPORT PERMITS
Property sold at auction may be subject to laws
governing export from the US and import
restrictions of foreign countries. Buyers should
always check whether an export license is required
before exporting. It is the buyer’s sole responsibility
to obtain any relevant export or import license.
The denial of any license or any delay in obtaining
licenses shall neither justify the rescission of any sale
nor any delay in making full payment for the lot.
Upon request, Christie’s will assist the buyer in
submitting applications to obtain the appropriate
licenses. However, Christie’s cannot ensure that a
license will be obtained. Local laws may prohibit
the import of some property and/or may prohibit
the resale of some property in the country of
importation, no such restriction shall justify the
rescission of any sale or delay in making full
payment for the lot. If a license is obtained on a
buyer’s behalf, a minimum fee of $150 per item will
be charged. For more information, please contact
the Art Transport Department at +1 212 636 2480.
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HANDLING AND COLLECTION
All lots will be handled free of charge for 35 days from the auction
date at Christie’s Rockefeller Center or Redstone handling facility.
Operation hours for collection from either location are from
9.30 am to 5.00 pm, Monday-Friday. (Lots may not be collected
during the day of their move to Christie’s Redstone in Long Island
City.) Please consult the Lot Collection Notice for collection
information. This sheet is available from the Bidder Registration
staff, Purchaser Payments or the Packing Desk and will be sent
with your invoice.

ADMINISTRATION AND HANDLING CHARGES
Failure to collect your property within 35 calendar days of the
auction date from any Christie’s location, will result in handling
and administration charges plus any applicable sales taxes.
Lots will not be released until all outstanding charges due to
Christie’s are paid in full. Please contact Christie’s Client Service
Center on +1 212 636 2000.

Charges

All Property

Administration (per lot, due on Day 36)
Handling (per lot/day, beginning Day 36)

$150.00
$12.00

Property can be transferred to Christie’s Fine Art Storage Services (CFASS) New York
at any time for environmentally controlled long term storage, per client request.
CFASS is a separate subsidiary of Christie’s and clients enjoy complete confidentiality.
Contact CFASS New York for details: Tel: + 1 212 974 4570, newyork@cfass.com

STREET MAP OF CHRISTIE’S NEW YORK LOCATIONS

Christie’s Rockefeller Center
20 Rockefeller Plaza, New York 10020
Tel: +1 212 636 2000
nycollections@christies.com
Main Entrance on 49th Street
Receiving/Shipping Entrance
on 48th Street
Hours: 9.30 am - 5.00 pm
Monday-Friday except Public Holidays

Christie’s Redstone
Post-Sale
32-23 48th Avenue
Long Island City, NY 11101
Tel: +1 212 974 4500
nycollections@christies.com
Main Entrance on 48th Avenue
Receiving/Shipping Entrance
on 48th Avenue
Hours: 9.30 am - 5.00 pm
Monday-Friday except Public Holidays
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CONDITIONS OF SALE

These Conditions of Sale and the Important Notices
and Explanation of Cataloguing Practice contain all
the terms on which Christie’s and the seller contract
with the buyer. They may be amended by posted
notices or oral announcements made during the
sale. By bidding at auction you agree to be bound
by these terms.
1. CHRISTIE’S AS AGENT
Except as otherwise stated Christie’s acts as agent for
the seller. The contract for the sale of the property is
therefore made between the seller and the buyer.
2. BEFORE THE SALE
(a) Examination of property
Prospective buyers are strongly advised to examine
personally any property in which they are interested,
before the auction takes place. Condition reports
are usually available on request. Neither Christie’s
nor the seller provides any guarantee in relation to
the nature of the property apart from the Limited
Warranty in paragraph 6 below. The property is
otherwise sold “as is.”
Our cataloguing practice is explained in the
Important Notices and Explanation of Cataloguing
Practice after the catalogue entries. All statements
by us in the catalogue entry for the property or in
the condition report, or made orally or in writing
elsewhere, are statements of opinion and are not to
be relied on as statements of fact. Such statements
do not constitute a representation, warranty or
assumption of liability by us of any kind. References
in the catalogue entry or the condition report to
damage or restoration are for guidance only and
should be evaluated by personal inspection by the
bidder or a knowledgeable representative. The
absence of such a reference does not imply that an
item is free from defects or restoration, nor does
a reference to particular defects imply the absence
of any others. Estimates of the selling price should
not be relied on as a statement that this is the price
at which the item will sell or its value for any other
purpose. Except as set forth in paragraph 6 below,
neither Christie’s nor the seller is responsible in any
way for errors and omissions in the catalogue or any
supplemental material.
(c) Buyer’s responsibility
Except as stated in the Limited Warranty in
paragraph 6 below, all property is sold “as is”
without any representation or warranty of any kind
by Christie’s or the seller. Buyers are responsible
for satisfying themselves concerning the condition
of the property and the matters referred to in the
catalogue entry.
3. AT THE SALE
(a) Refusal of admission
Christie’s has the right, at our complete discretion,
to refuse admission to the premises or participation
in any auction and to reject any bid.
(b) Registration before bidding
Prospective buyers who wish to bid in the saleroom
can register online in advance of the sale, or
can come to the saleroom on the day of the sale
approximately 30 minutes before the start of the
sale to register in person. A prospective buyer must
complete and sign a registration form and provide
identification before bidding. We may require the
production of bank or other financial references.
(c) Bidding as principal
When making a bid, a bidder is accepting personal
liability to pay the purchase price, including the
buyer’s premium and all applicable taxes, plus
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all other applicable charges, unless it has been
explicitly agreed in writing with Christie’s before
the commencement of the sale that the bidder is
acting as agent on behalf of an identified third party
acceptable to Christie’s, and that Christie’s will only
look to the principal for payment.
(d) Absentee bids
We will use reasonable efforts to carry out written
bids delivered to us prior to the sale for the
convenience of clients who are not present at the
auction in person, by an agent or by telephone. Bids
must be placed in the currency of the place of the
sale. Please refer to the catalogue for the Absentee
Bids Form. If we receive written bids on a particular
lot for identical amounts, and at the auction these
are the highest bids on the lot, it will be sold to
the person whose written bid was received and
accepted first. Execution of written bids is a free
service undertaken subject to other commitments
at the time of the sale and we do not accept liability
for failing to execute a written bid or for errors and
omissions in connection with it.
(e) Telephone bids
Telephone bids will be accepted for lots with lowend estimates of $1,500 and above, no later than 24
hours prior to the sale and only if the capacity of our
pool of staff phone bidders allows. Arrangements to
bid in languages other than English must be made
well in advance of the sale date.
Telephone bids may be recorded. By bidding on
the telephone, prospective purchasers consent to the
recording of their conversations.
Christie’s offers all absentee and telephone bidding
services as a convenience to our clients, but will not
be responsible for errors or failures to execute bids.
(f) Currency converter
At some auctions a currency converter may be
operated. Errors may occur in the operation of the
currency converter and we do not accept liability to
bidders who follow the currency converter rather
than the actual bidding in the saleroom.
(g) Video or digital images
At some auctions there may be a video or digital
screen. Errors may occur in its operation and in the
quality of the image and we do not accept liability
for such errors.
(h) Reserves
Unless otherwise indicated, all lots are offered
subject to a reserve, which is the confidential
minimum price below which the lot will not be
sold. The reserve will not exceed the low estimate
printed in the catalogue. If any lots are not subject
to a reserve, they will be identified with the symbol
• next to the lot number. The auctioneer may
open the bidding on any lot below the reserve by
placing a bid on behalf of the seller. The auctioneer
may continue to bid on behalf of the seller up
to the amount of the reserve, either by placing
consecutive bids or by placing bids in response to
other bidders. With respect to lots that are offered
without reserve, unless there are already competing
bids, the auctioneer, in his or her discretion, will
generally open the bidding at 50% of the low presale estimate for the lot. In the absence of a bid at
that level, the auctioneer will proceed backwards at
his or her discretion until a bid is recognized, and
then continue up from that amount. Absentee bids
will, in the absence of a higher bid, be executed at
approximately 50% of the low pre-sale estimate or at
the amount of the bid if it is less than 50% of the low
pre-sale estimate. In the event that there is no bid on
a lot, the auctioneer may deem such lot unsold.

(i) Auctioneer’s discretion
The auctioneer has the right at his absolute and sole
discretion to refuse any bid, to advance the bidding
in such a manner as he may decide, to withdraw or
divide any lot, to combine any two or more lots and,
in the case of error or dispute, and whether during
or after the sale, to determine the successful bidder,
to continue the bidding, to cancel the sale or to
reoffer and resell the item in dispute. If any dispute
arises after the sale, our sale record is conclusive.
(j) Successful bid and passing of risk
Subject to the auctioneer’s discretion, the highest
bidder accepted by the auctioneer will be the buyer
and the striking of his hammer marks the acceptance
of the highest bid and the conclusion of a contract
for sale between the seller and the buyer. Risk and
responsibility for the lot (including frames or glass
where relevant) passes to the buyer at the expiration
of seven calendar days from the date of the sale or on
collection by the buyer if earlier.
4. AFTER THE SALE
(a) Buyer’s premium
In addition to the hammer price, the buyer agrees
to pay to us the buyer’s premium together with any
applicable value added tax, sales or compensating
use tax or equivalent tax in the place of sale. The
buyer’s premium is 25% of the final bid price of each
lot up to and including $100,000, 20% of the excess
of the hammer price above $100,000 and up to and
including $2,000,000 and 12% of the excess of the
hammer price above $2,000,000.
(b) Payment and passing of title
Immediately following the sale, the buyer must
provide us with his or her name and permanent
address and, if so requested, details of the bank from
which payment will be made. The buyer must pay
the full amount due (comprising the hammer price,
buyer’s premium and any applicable taxes) not later
than 4.30pm on the seventh calendar day following
the sale. This applies even if the buyer wishes to
export the lot and an export license is, or may be,
required. The buyer will not acquire title to the
lot until all amounts due to us from the buyer have
been received by us in good cleared funds even in
circumstances where we have released the lot to the
buyer.
(c) Collection of purchases
We shall be entitled to retain items sold until all
amounts due to us, or to Christie’s International
plc, or to any of its affiliates, subsidiaries or parent
companies worldwide, have been received in full in
good cleared funds or until the buyer has satisfied
such other terms as we, at our sole discretion, shall
require, including, for the avoidance of doubt,
completing any anti-money laundering or antiterrorism financing checks we may require to our
satisfaction. In the event a buyer fails to complete
any anti-money laundering or anti-terrorism
financing checks to our satisfaction, Christie’s
shall be entitled to cancel the sale and to take any
other actions that are required or permitted under
applicable law. Subject to this, the buyer shall collect
purchased lots within seven calendar days from the
date of the sale unless otherwise agreed between us
and the buyer.
(d) Packing, handling and shipping
Although we shall use reasonable efforts to take care
when handling, packing and shipping a purchased
lot, we are not responsible for the acts or omissions
of third parties whom we might retain for these
purposes. Similarly, where we may suggest other
handlers, packers or carriers if so requested, we do
not accept responsibility or liability for their acts or
omissions.

(e) Export licence
Unless otherwise agreed by us in writing, the
fact that the buyer wishes to apply for an export
license does not affect his or her obligation to make
payment within seven days nor our right to charge
interest or storage charges on late payment. If the
buyer requests us to apply for an export license on
his or her behalf, we shall be entitled to make a
charge for this service. We shall not be obliged to
rescind a sale nor to refund any interest or other
expenses incurred by the buyer where payment is
made by the buyer in circumstances where an export
license is required.
(f) Remedies for non payment
If the buyer fails to make payment in full in good
cleared funds within the time required by paragraph
4(b) above, we shall be entitled in our absolute
discretion to exercise one or more of the following
rights or remedies (in addition to asserting any other
rights or remedies available to us by law):
(i)

to charge interest at such rate as we shall
reasonably decide;
(ii) to hold the defaulting buyer liable for the
total amount due and to commence legal
proceedings for its recovery together with
interest, legal fees and costs to the fullest
extent permitted under applicable law;
(iii) to cancel the sale;
(iv) to resell the property publicly or privately on
such terms as we shall think fit;
(v) to pay the seller an amount up to the net
proceeds payable in respect of the amount bid
by the defaulting buyer;
(vi) to set off against any amounts which we,
or Christie’s International plc, or any of its
affiliates, subsidiaries or parent companies
worldwide, may owe the buyer in any
other transactions, the outstanding amount
remaining unpaid by the buyer;
(vii) where several amounts are owed by the buyer
to us, or to Christie’s International plc, or
to any of its affiliates, subsidiaries or parent
companies worldwide, in respect of different
transactions, to apply any amount paid to
discharge any amount owed in respect of any
particular transaction, whether or not the
buyer so directs;
(viii) to reject at any future auction any bids made
by or on behalf of the buyer or to obtain a
deposit from the buyer before accepting any
bids;
(ix) to exercise all the rights and remedies of a
person holding security over any property in
our possession owned by the buyer, whether
by way of pledge, security interest or in any
other way, to the fullest extent permitted by
the law of the place where such property is
located. The buyer will be deemed to have
granted such security to us and we may retain
such property as collateral security for such
buyer’s obligations to us;
(x) to take such other action as we deem necessary
or appropriate.
If we resell the property under paragraph (iv) above,
the defaulting buyer shall be liable for payment of
any deficiency between the total amount originally
due to us and the price obtained upon resale as well
as for all costs, expenses, damages, legal fees and
commissions and premiums of whatever kind
associated with both sales or otherwise arising from
the default. If we pay any amount to the seller under
paragraph (v) above, the buyer acknowledges that
Christie’s shall have all of the rights of the seller,
however arising, to pursue the buyer for such amount.

(g) Failure to collect purchases
Where purchases are not collected within 35
calendar days from the date of the sale, whether or
not payment has been made, we shall be permitted
to transfer the property to our Long Island City
facility at the buyer’s expense, and only release
the items after payment in full has been made of
transportation, administration, handling, insurance
and any other costs incurred, together with payment
of all other amounts due to us or our affiliates.
(h) Selling Property at Christie’s
In addition to expenses such as transport and
insurance, all consignors pay a commission
according to a fixed scale of charges based upon
the value of the property sold by the consignor
at Christie’s in a calendar year. Commissions are
charged on a sale by sale basis.
5. EXTENT OF CHRISTIE’S LIABILITY
We agree to refund the purchase price in the
circumstances of the Limited Warranty set out in
paragraph 6 below. Apart from that, neither the
seller nor we, nor any of our officers, employees
or agents, are responsible for the correctness of any
statement of whatever kind concerning any lot,
whether written or oral, nor for any other errors or
omissions in description or for any faults or defects
in any lot. Except as stated in paragraph 6 below,
neither the seller, ourselves, our officers, employees
or agents, give any representation, warranty or
guarantee or assume any liability of any kind in
respect of any lot with regard to merchantability,
fitness for a particular purpose, description, size,
quality, condition, attribution, authenticity, rarity,
importance, medium, provenance, exhibition
history, literature or historical relevance. Except
as required by local law any warranty of any kind
whatsoever is excluded by this paragraph.
6. LIMITED WARRANTY
Subject to the terms and conditions of this
paragraph, Christie’s warrants for a period of five
years from the date of the sale that any property
described in headings printed in UPPER CASE
TYPE (i.e. headings having all capital-letter type) in
this catalogue (as such description may be amended
by any saleroom notice or announcement) which
is stated without qualification to be the work of a
named author or authorship, is authentic and not a
forgery. The term “author” or “authorship” refers
to the creator of the property or to the period,
culture, source or origin, as the case may be, with
which the creation of such property is identified in
the UPPER CASE description of the property in
this catalogue. Only UPPER CASE TYPE headings
of lots in this catalogue indicate what is being
warranted by Christie’s. Christie’s warranty does
not apply to supplemental material which appears
below the UPPER CASE TYPE headings of each
lot and Christie’s is not responsible for any errors or
omissions in such material. The terms used in the
headings are further explained in Important Notices
and Explanation of Cataloguing Practice. The
warranty does not apply to any heading which is
stated to represent a qualified opinion. The warranty
is subject to the following:

(i)

(ii)

(iii)
(iv)

(v)

(vi)

It does not apply where (a) the catalogue
description or saleroom notice corresponded
to the generally accepted opinion of scholars
or experts at the date of the sale or fairly
indicated that there was a conflict of opinions;
or (b) correct identification of a lot can be
demonstrated only by means of either a
scientific process not generally accepted for
use until after publication of the catalogue or
a process which at the date of publication of
the catalogue was unreasonably expensive or
impractical or likely to have caused damage to
the property.
The benefits of the warranty are not assignable
and shall apply only to the original buyer of
the lot as shown on the invoice originally
issued by Christie’s when the lot was sold at
auction.
The original buyer must have remained the
owner of the lot without disposing of any
interest in it to any third party.
The buyer’s sole and exclusive remedy against
Christie’s and the seller, in place of any
other remedy which might be available, is
the cancellation of the sale and the refund of
the original purchase price paid for the lot.
Neither Christie’s nor the seller will be liable
for any special, incidental or consequential
damages including, without limitation, loss of
profits nor for interest.
The buyer must give written notice of claim
to us within five years from the date of the
auction. It is Christie’s general policy, and
Christie’s shall have the right, to require the
buyer to obtain the written opinions of two
recognized experts in the field, mutually
acceptable to Christie’s and the buyer, before
Christie’s decides whether or not to cancel the
sale under the warranty.
The buyer must return the lot to the Christie’s
saleroom at which it was purchased in the
same condition as at the time of the sale.

7. COPYRIGHT
The copyright in all images, illustrations and written
material produced by or for Christie’s relating to a
lot including the contents of this catalogue, is and
shall remain at all times the property of Christie’s
and shall not be used by the buyer, nor by anyone
else, without our prior written consent. Christie’s
and the seller make no representation or warranty
that the buyer of a property will acquire any
copyright or other reproduction rights in it.
8. SEVERABILITY
If any part of these Conditions of Sale is found by
any court to be invalid, illegal or unenforceable,
that part shall be discounted and the rest of the
conditions shall continue to be valid to the fullest
extent permitted by law.
9. LAW AND JURISDICTION
The rights and obligations of the parties with respect
to these Conditions of Sale, the conduct of the
auction and any matters connected with any of the
foregoing shall be governed and interpreted by the
laws of the jurisdiction in which the auction is held.
By bidding at auction, whether present in person or
by agent, by written bid, telephone or other means,
the buyer shall be deemed to have submitted, for the
benefit of Christie’s, to the exclusive jurisdiction of
the courts of that country, state, county or province,
and (if applicable) of the federal courts sitting in
such state.
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24 – 28 MAY (HONG KONG)
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18 MARCH

24 MAY
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Chinese Ceramics,
Works of Art & Textiles (Part I)
London, King Street

18 MARCH

7 NOVEMBER

Asian 20th Century Art (Day Sale)

Chinese Ceramics,
Works of Art & Textiles (Part II)
London, South Kensington

Francis Newton & Maria Souza:
A Life Partnership in Art,
The Shelley Souza Collection

25 MAY
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Asian Contemporary Art (Day Sale)

18 MARCH

Fine Chinese Classical Paintings &
Calligraphy

Chinese Ceramics,
Works of Art & Textiles
London, South Kensington

South Asian Modern +
Contemporary Art
18 MARCH

The Ten Signs of Long Life:
The Robert Moore Collection
of Korean Art
19 MARCH

25 MAY

26 MAY

29 NOVEMBER – 3 DECEMBER
(HONG KONG)

27 MAY

Fine Chinese Modern Paintings
28 MAY

29 NOVEMBER

19 MARCH

Important Chinese Ceramics
& Works Of Art

Asian 20th Century &
Contemporary Art
(Evening Sale)

Fine Chinese Paintings

11 JUNE

30 NOVEMBER

South Asian Modern +
Contemporary Art
London, King Street

Asian 20th Century Art
(Day Sale)

13 JUNE

Asian Contemporary Art
(Day Sale)

Indian & Southeast Asian Art

20 MARCH
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20 & 21 MARCH

Fine Chinese Ceramics &
Works of Art (Parts I & II)
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13 MAY
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Paris

30 NOVEMBER

1 DECEMBER
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Fine Chinese Classical Paintings &
Calligraphy
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Indian and Southeast Asian Art
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Important Chinese Ceramics &
Works of Art
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Fine Chinese Paintings

Indian & South Asian Art
Mumbai

Fine Chinese Ceramics &
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London, King Street

18 & 19 SEPTEMBER

14 MAY
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London, South Kensington

16 MAY
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London, South Kensington
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PROPERTY OF A GENTLEMAN
SYED HAIDER RAZA (B. 1922)
La Terre
signed and dated ‘RAZA ‘73’ (lower right) · acrylic on Canvas
74¡ x 74¡ in. · Painted in 1973
ESTIMATE ON REQUEST

South Asian Modern + Contemporary Art
New York s 18 March 2014
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New York, NY 10020
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CHRISTIE’S NEW YORK
THE SHELLEY SOUZA COLLECTION
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20 Rockefeller Plaza
New York, NY 10020
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with tax exemption certificate. Invoices cannot
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BID ONLINE FOR THIS SALE AT CHRISTIES.COM
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